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Bill Name Title
AL S 32
Civics Tests for
Students

Action
04/25/2017
- Enacted

AL SJR 82

Bridge
Designation

04/25/2017
- Enacted

AR H
1539

Naturalization
Test Passage
Requirement

03/14/2017
- Enacted

AR HCR
1012

Coverage for
Migrant Children
and Pregnant
Women

03/16/2017
- Enacted

AR S 531

School for
Mathematics
and Arts
Provisions

03/28/2017
- Enacted

AR H
1281

Human Services
Division of
County
Operations
Application of
Foreign Law in
Courts
Arkansas Works

04/05/2017
- Enacted

AR H
1041
AR S 3

AZ S 1350 Terrorism

04/07/2017
- Enacted
05/04/2017
- Enacted

03/29/2017
- Enacted

Summary
This law requires students enrolled in a public
institution in Alabama to take the civics portion of the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
naturalization exam and score a 60 out of 100 prior to
receiving a high school diploma.
This resolution names a bridge after Johannes
Whetstein and his family, who immigrated to the U.S.
in 1734, in order to recognize their contributions to the
development of Autauga County in Alabama.
This law requires students enrolled in a public
institution in Arkansas to take the civics portion of the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
naturalization exam and score a 60 out of 100 prior to
receiving a high school diploma.
This resolution requests that the Governor of Arkansas
submit a state plan amendment that would allow
migrant children and pregnant women from the
Compact of Free Association islands to have health
coverage through Medicare and Medicaid Services.
This law exempts U.S. residents who attend The
Arkansas School for Mathematics, Sciences, and the
Arts from paying tuition, fees, and housing, while
requiring international students to pay for tuition, fees,
and housing.
This human services appropriations law includes funds
for refugee resettlement.

Subject
Education

This law prohibits Arkansas institutions from applying
foreign laws that violate the Arkansas Constitution or
the U.S. Constitution.
This law amends the Arkansas Works Act of 2016 by
imposing new conditions to qualify for enrollment in
the Arkansas Works Program by reducing income
eligibility limits from 138% of the federal poverty level
to 100% and by imposing a work requirement. It also
repeals section 7 of the Arkansas Works Act of 2016
which included definitions such as verification of
income and of immigration status, replacing them with
definitions of assessment state and determination
state.
This law expands the State of Arizona's meaning of
"terrorism". It clarifies that "foreign terrorist
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organization" should be defined as it is under section
219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
AZ HCR
2020

Tartan Day

04/06/2017
- Enacted

AZ H
2540

Criminal Justice
and Budget
Reconciliation

05/12/2017
- Enacted

AZ S 1522 General
Appropriations
Act

05/12/2017
- Enacted

AZ H
2515

Governor
Appointees and
Criminal Records
Checks

05/22/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 5

Planned
Parenthood

01/17/2017
- Enacted

CA SR 9

Planned
Parenthood

01/17/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares April 6, 2017 as Tartan Day in
Arizona in order to recognize and celebrate the
contributions made by the Scottish Americans to
Arizona and throughout the U.S.
This appropriations law establishes the distribution of
funds for criminal justice agencies in Arizona. Budgets
have been established for agencies such as the Gang
and Immigration Intelligence Team Enforcement
Mission.
This appropriations law establishes how funds will be
distributed to different agencies in Arizona. The Gang
and immigration intelligence team enforcement
mission agency will receive funds so that it can fulfill its
mission to enforce federal laws regarding illegal
immigrants.
This law requires that prospective candidates for
appointment by the Arizona governor provide a full set
of fingerprints in order to obtain state and federal
criminal records prior to their appointment. This
criteria applies to members of the board of since they
are appointed by the governor. Members of the board
are responsible for ensuring that no investment
contracts contribute to illegal immigration in the U.S.
This resolution declares the California State Assembly's
opposition to the U.S. Congress' proposal to defund
Planned Parenthood. California supports Planned
Parenthood for its inclusiveness to everyone regardless
of age, gender, ethnicity, race, religion, or immigration
status.
This resolution declares the California State Assembly's
opposition to the U.S. Congress' proposal to defund
Planned Parenthood. California supports Planned
Parenthood for its inclusiveness to everyone regardless
of age, gender, ethnicity, race, religion, or immigration
status.
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CA SR 16

Relative to
Immigration

01/30/2017
- Enacted

CA SR 17

Female Genital
Mutilation and
Cutting
Awareness Day

02/06/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 15

United States
Immigration
Policy

02/13/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR 7

KoreanAmerican Day

02/16/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 20

California Dream
Act of 2011

02/23/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR 3

KoreanAmerican Day

02/24/2017
- Enacted

In this resolution, the Senate condemns the executive
order titled "Protecting the Nation From Foreign
Terrorist Entry Into the United States", as a
discriminatory overreach that illegally targets
immigrants based on their national origin and religion,
and urges the President of the U.S. to immediately
rescind the executive order. The Senate urges the
federal Department of Homeland Security to comply
with the federal court orders as quickly as feasible and
immediately permit detained individuals to have timely
access to legal counsel, and commends the hundreds
of attorneys across the nation who volunteer their
time and services to ensure the due process rights and
equal protection of these refugees and legal
permanent residents, and the thousands who have
peacefully protested to uphold our American values.
This resolution declares February 6, 2017, as Female
Genital Mutilation and Cutting Awareness Day in
California in order to educate California residents
about female genital mutilation, which is practiced in
several cultures, in order to prevent immigrants who
come from such cultures from undergoing that illegal
procedure in the U.S.
In this resolution, the California State Assembly rejects
all of the provisions contained in President Trump's
executive order, titled "Protecting the Nation From
Foreign Terrorist Entry Into the United States", which
imposes a travel and immigration ban on certain
individuals and repeals the Syrian Refugee program.
The resolution requests President Trump to repeal the
executive order.
This resolution declares January 13, 2017 and January
13, 2018 as Korean-American Day in order to celebrate
Korean Americans' contributions to California.

Resolutions

This resolution tries to mitigate Dreamers' and
potential Dreamers' fears of deportation under the
Trump administration and encourages California
eligible residents to fill out California Dream Act
applications and to continue applying to college.
This resolution declares January 13, 2017 and January
13, 2018 as Korean-American Day in order to celebrate
the contributions Korean immigrants have made to
California and to encourage younger generations to
appreciate and continue such contributions.
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CA ACR
10

Fred Korematsu
Day of Civil
Liberties

02/24/2017
- Enacted

CA SR 22

Immigration
Enforcement

03/06/2017
- Enacted

CA SR 28

California
Agriculture Day

03/20/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR 1

Day of
Remembrance

03/22/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR
11

Day of
Remembrance

03/28/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 28

Federal Actions

03/30/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
28

Irish American
Heritage Month

04/05/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares January 30, 2017 as Fred
Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties and the Constitution in
order to commemorate Fred Korematsu, who lived
through the hardships Japanese faced in America
during WWII. Fred Korematsu was arrested for refusing
to obey Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34 and upon
release he took his case to the Supreme Court, which
eventually overturned his conviction and influenced
the passage of the Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34.
This resolution calls upon President Trump and
Secretary Kelly to publicly reaffirm the principles of the
ICE policy memorandum dated Oct. 24, 2011,
regarding enforcement actions at sensitive locations
such as courthouses, hospitals and houses of worship.
This resolution declares March 21, 2017 as National
Agriculture Day, and March 22, 2017 as California
Agriculture Day in order to honor those who work in
the agricultural industry including immigrant
farmworkers.
This resolution declares February 19, 2017 as a Day of
Remembrance in order to educate citizens about the
hardships Japanese Americans in the U.S. endured
during WWII.
This resolution declares February 19, 2017 as a Day of
Remembrance in order to educate citizens about the
hardships Japanese Americans in the U.S. endured
during WWII.
This resolution opposes congressional actions that
would repeal or limit protections and services
currently provided at the federal level and supports
current provisions for health care affordability,
immigrant opportunity and worker protection.
This resolution declares March 2017 as Irish American
Heritage Month in California in order to celebrate the
contributions made by Irish Americans to California
and throughout the U.S.
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CA SR 29

Armenian
04/17/2017
Genocide
- Enacted
Commemoration

CA ACR
19

Persian New
Year

04/26/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
33

Latino Education
and Advocacy
Week

04/26/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
38

Adult Education
Week

04/26/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR 2

Black April
Memorial
Month

05/04/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR
36

Cambodian
Genocide
Memorial Week

05/04/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares the year of 2017 as "State of
California Year of Commemoration of the Anniversary
of the Armenian Genocide of 1915-1923" and the
month of April 2017 as "State of California Month of
Commemoration of the 102nd Anniversary of the
Armenian Genocide of 1915-1923" since California
holds the largest population of residents of Armenian
decent in the U.S. This resolution hopes that California
citizens will be educated about this event and prevent
similar future events from occurring. This resolution
further requests that the President and Congress
reaffirm the truth and tragedy of the Armenian
genocide and that the President try to amend relations
between the U.S. and Turkey.
This resolution declares that California will join the
celebration of the Persian New Year on March 21,
2017. More than one half of all Iranian immigrants in
the U.S. live in California.
This resolution declares that the last week of March
each year be a week to advocate for Latino education
since Latinos make up the largest minority group in the
U.S.
This resolution declares the week of April 2, 2017
through April 8, 2017 as Adult Education Week in order
to recognize the efforts of California's teachers,
administrators, classified staff, and students of adult
education programs that help immigrants learn English
and prepares them for the citizenship exam.
This resolution declares the month of April 2017 as
Black April Memorial Month in California in order to
memorialize those who fought in the Vietnam War.
This resolution also hopes for better living conditions
in Vietnam than those present during the war which
led thousands of Vietnamese refugees to leave their
country.
This resolution declares the week of April 17 through
April 23, 2017 as Cambodian Genocide Memorial Week
in order to honor the genocide's victims including
survivors who came to the U.S. as refugees.
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CA HR 31

California
Chinese Railroad
Workers Day

05/08/2017
- Enacted

CA AJR 3

Armenian
Genocide

05/19/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
81

06/06/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR
26

Asian and Pacific
Islander
American
Heritage Month
May 2017:
Asian/Pacific
Islander
Heritage Month
Pakistani
American Day

CA SCR
42

Arab American
Heritage Month

06/07/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 23

World Refugee
Day

06/22/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 44

Immigrant
Heritage Month

06/26/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR
14

06/07/2017
- Enacted

06/07/2017
- Enacted

This resolution designates May 10, 2017 as the day to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of the completion of
the Transcontinental Railroad and designates every
following May 10 as California Chinese Railroad
Workers Memorial Day. The resolution recognizes the
Transcontinental Railroad's completion as one of the
most successful achievements in the 19th century and
commemorates the Chinese immigrant railroad
workers who successfully constructed the railroad
despite the harsh working conditions they faced.
This resolution declares April 24, 2017 as "State of
California Day of Commemoration of the 102nd
Anniversary of the Armenian Genocide of 1915-1923"
since California holds the largest population of
residents of Armenian descent in the U.S. This
resolution further requests that the President and
Congress reaffirm the truth and tragedy of the
Armenian genocide. The Legislature calls on the
President of the U.S. to work toward equitable,
constructive, stable, and durable Armenian-Turkish
relations.
This resolution designates May 2017 as Asian and
Pacific Islander American Heritage Month in order to
celebrate the contributions Asian and Pacific Islanders
have made to California.
This resolution designates May 2017 as Asian and
Pacific Islander American Heritage Month in order to
celebrate the contributions Asian and Pacific Islanders
have made to California.
This resolution declares March 20, 2017 as Pakistani
American Day in order to recognize the contributions
made by Pakistani-Americans to California.

Resolutions

This resolution establishes April 2017 as Arab American
Heritage Month in order to commemorate the
contributions of Arab Americans to the U.S. and
California since their relocation to the U.S.
This resolution declares June 20, 2017 as World
Refugee Day in order to promote the safety of
refugees seeking asylum worldwide. The resolution
also requests that the U.S. government be active in
helping refugees, including those who are victims of
human trafficking.
This resolution declares the month of June 2017 as
Immigrant Heritage Month to celebrate the
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contributions made by immigrants to California and
throughout the U.S.
CA SCR
47

Portugal Day

06/27/2017
- Enacted

CA A 97

Budget Act of
2017

06/27/2017
- Enacted

CA A 99

School Finance:
Education
Omnibus Trailer
Bill
Public Safety:
Omnibus

06/27/2017
- Enacted

CA S 89

Human Services

06/27/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
52

Portugese
National
Heritage Month

07/03/2017
- Enacted

CA S 97

Health

07/10/2017
- Enacted

CA A 103

06/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes June 10, 2017, as Portugal
Day to celebrate the contributions made by
Portuguese immigrants.
This appropriations law includes funding for immigrant
integration, migrant housing, English as a second
language and legal services for unaccompanied
undocumented minors.
This school finance law includes funding for refugee
pupils.

Resolutions

This budget law prohibits local law enforcement
agencies from entering into or modifying a contract
with the federal government after June 15, 2017, to
house or detain an adult noncitizen in a locked
detention facility for civil immigration custody. The law
similarly prohibits detention of accompanied or
unaccompanied minors except for temporary housing.
This law expands legal services for which grants are
available to refer to "immigration remedies,"
authorizing grants to qualified organizations to provide
legal training and technical assistance. "Immigration
remedies" include U-visas, T-visas, special immigrant
juvenile status, Violence Against Women Act selfpetitions, family-based petitions, cancellation of
removal, and asylum, to enable pursuit of immigration
protections.
This resolution would declare the month of June 2017
as Portuguese National Heritage Month in order to
celebrate the numerous contributions made by
Portuguese immigrants and Portuguese Americans to
California.
This law repeals provisions that transition immigrants
who have resided in the United States for less than 5
years and who are over the age of 21 and without
minor children to individual health plans offered
through the California Health Benefit Exchange.
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CA HR 35

The University of
California

07/17/2017
- Enacted

CA A 192

Migrant
Education:
Parental
Advisory
Council: Reports
Peace Officers

07/21/2017
- Enacted

CA A
1690

Personal Rights:
Compensatory
Relief

07/31/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 43

Muslim
American
Appreciation
and Awareness
Month
135th
Anniversary of
the Chinese
Exclusion Act

08/21/2017
- Enacted

Budget Act of
2017

08/24/2017
- Enacted

CA A
1440

CA AJR
14

CA S 113

07/24/2017
- Enacted

08/24/2017
- Enacted

This resolution says that the University of California
maintain in-state tuition, scholarships, fellowships, and
grants to benefit undocumented students throughout
President Donald J. Trump's presidency, and it will
protect and support all of its students, faculty, and
staff, and consider supportive housing options for
those who are at risk of being negatively impacted by
executive orders relating to immigration.
This law requires the State Parent Advisory Council to
submit an evaluation,year-end assessment and policy
recommendations for the migrant education program
to the Legislature, state board, the Superintendent,
and the Governor, every three years.
This law specifies that U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement officers and U.S. Customs and Border
Protection officers are not California peace officers.

Resolutions

This law declares that for the purposes of enforcing
state labor, employment, civil rights, consumer
protection, and housing laws, a person's immigration
status is irrelevant to the issue of liability, and that no
inquiry shall be permitted into a person's immigration
status, unless it is necessary in order to comply with
federal immigration law.
This resolution declares the month of August 2017 as
Muslim American Appreciation and Awareness Month.

Employment

The California Legislature condemns the expansion of
deportations being undertaken by the current
presidential administration as well as actions to
exclude immigrants based on national origin and
religion, which threaten to repeat the terrible
injustices perpetrated by the Chinese Exclusion Act 135
years ago. The Legislature opposes Executive Orders
13767, 13768, and 13780, and calls upon the President
to revoke these executive orders. The Legislature
reaffirms that the State of California is open and
welcoming to immigrants and refugees who are
integral to the life of our state.
This budget law funds migrant child care, migrant
education and English as a Second Language and
citizenship services.
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CA SR 57

Ukrainian
Independence
Day

08/31/2017
- Enacted

CA A 493

Crime: Victims
and Witnesses:
Immigration
Violations

09/01/2017
- Enacted

CA A 681

Teacher
Preparation:
Temporary
Certificates

09/01/2017
- Enacted

CA AJR
10

Access to
Counsel Act

09/07/2017
- Enacted

CA HR 66

Deferred Action
for Childhood
Arrivals Program

09/13/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes August 24, 2017, as
Ukrainian Independence Day and calls upon the people
of the state to observe the month of August 2017 with
appropriate ceremonies, programs, and activities. The
resolution recognizes California's Ukrainian American
citizens and thanks them for their countless
contributions to our nation's cultural, economic, and
political heritage.
This law prohibits a peace officer from detaining an
individual for any actual or suspected immigration
violation or reporting or turning the individual over to
federal immigration authorities whenever an individual
who is a victim of or witness to a hate crime or who
can give evidence in a hate crime investigation, is not
charged with or convicted of committing any crime
under state law.
The law requires a school district, county office of
education, and charter school to annually report to the
State Department of Education the number of visa
applications for nonimmigrant aliens the school
district, county office of education, or charter school
applies for on behalf of potential employees, and the
number of those visa applications that are granted.
This resolution urges the U.S. Congress to support S.
349, the Access to Counsel Act, which would ensure
that those persons held or detained while attempting
to enter the United States, whether at a border
crossing or a port of entry, would be guaranteed
access to legal counsel.
This resolution condemns President Donald Trump's
recission of DACA, urges the President of the United
States to stand by those who were brought as children
to this country as the United States is the only country
they know, supports a comprehensive and workable
approach to solving our nation's historically broken
immigration system, and calls upon the Congress of
the United States to take affirmative steps toward
development of a bipartisan and more effective
version of DACA that provides a pathway to
citizenship.
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CA SR 55

Prosecution of
White
Nationalist and
Neo Nazi Groups

09/14/2017
- Enacted

CA SR 58

Antisemitism
and Other Bias

09/14/2017
- Enacted

CA A 109

Budget Act of
2017

09/16/2017
- Enacted

CA A 130

Health and
Human Services

09/16/2017
- Enacted

CA AJR
16

Anti-LGBT
Actions in the
Chechen
Republic

09/19/2017
- Enacted

This resolution opposes the totalitarian impulses,
violent terrorism, xenophobic biases, and bigoted
ideologies that are promoted by white nationalists and
neo-Nazis. The Legislature urges state and local law
enforcement to use the full extent of the state laws,
including, but not limited to, statutes related to
terrorism and hate crimes, to prosecute white
nationalist and neo-Nazi individuals who come into our
communities and commit violent and destructive acts.
Throughout the course of the nation's history, white
nationalism has promoted intimidation and violent
repression of individuals solely on the basis of their
race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, and
immigration status.
This resolution reaffirms the Senate's commitment to
an open and inclusive state that actively opposes all
forms of prejudice, bias, or discrimination. The Senate
will work to uphold principles of equality, pluralism,
and inclusivity, and will stand in solidarity with Jewish
and other communities whenever they are targeted or
marginalized. These incidents are occuring in the
context of a steep rise in anti-Semitism globally, with
xenophobic discrimination targeting people of diverse
backgrounds based on race, color, ancestry, national
origin, religion, creed, age, disability, sex, sexual
orientation, gender identity, medical condition, genetic
information, marital status, and veteran status.
This budget law includes funding for migrant child
care.

Resolutions

This law appropriates $20 million to the department
for immigration services funding for entities under
contract for work on behalf of clients involved in,
applying for, or subject to, federal Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals status.
This resolution urges the President and the Congress to
encourage the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services, consistent with existing federal protocols, to
grant asylum and refugee status for individuals fleeing
persecution, including individuals fleeing persecution
due to their sexual orientation or gender identity.
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CA SCR 9

Hmong History
Month

09/19/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
104

Filipino
American
History Month

09/20/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
122

California Sikh
American
Awareness
Month

09/21/2017
- Enacted

CA AJR
11

California
Agriculture
Industry

09/21/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR 6

Republic of
Vietnam Month

09/22/2017
- Enacted

CA SCR
60

Lieutenant
Colonel Nguyen
Thi Hanh Nhon's
Highway

09/22/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes the month of September
2017 as Hmong History Month, extends deep
appreciation to the Hmong men, women, and children
who served the United States with loyalty and bravery,
and encourages the people of California to recognize
the many talents, achievements, and contributions
that the Hmong people bring to our communities.
The Legislature recognizes the month of October 2017
as Filipino American History Month and the 430th
anniversary of the first presence of Filipinos in the
continental United States.
This resolution acknowledges the significant
contributions made by Californians of Sikh heritage
and seeks to afford all Californians the opportunity to
better understand, recognize, and appreciate the rich
history and shared principles of Sikh Americans.
This resolution urges the President and the Congress to
recognize the importance of the California agricultural
industry to our nation, to keep California's farmers,
ranchers, and farm workers in mind when considering
global trade and immigration matters, and to break
down barriers to agricultural trade.
This resolution proclaims the month of October 2017
as Republic of Vietnam Month, in commemoration of
the 61st anniversary of the adoption of the first
Constitution of the Republic of Vietnam, in honor of
the lives lost for freedom and democracy during the
Vietnam War, and in recognition of the positive
contributions of Vietnamese Americans to the State of
California.
This resolution designates a portion of Interstate 405
as the Lt. Colonel Nguyen Thi Hanh Nhon's Disabled
Veterans Memorial Highway in light of her service to
Vietnamese Americans and to the veterans in Vietnam.
Lt. Colonel Nguyen was an active member of several
community-based organizations dedicated to
improving the lives of Vietnamese Americans in
California.
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CA SCR
81

Nayarit, Mexico:
Sister State
Relationship

09/22/2017
- Enacted

California extends to the people of the State of Nayarit
in Mexico an invitation to join with the State of
California in a sister state relationship to encourage
and facilitate mutually beneficial educational,
economic, and cultural exchanges. Of 450,000
Nayaritas in the United States, 350,000 live in
California, more than any other state in the United
States. Every year around 7,000 people emigrate from
the Mexican State of Nayarit to the United States,
ranking it 22nd among all of the states of Mexico from
which people immigrate to California.
The Legislature recognizes October 2017, and each
following October, as Domestic Violence Awareness
Month. Domestic violence affects women, men, and
children of all racial, ethnic, cultural, social, religious,
and economic groups in the United States and here in
California, and the marginalization of certain groups in
society, including undocumented individuals,
transgender individuals, and people living with
disabilities, increases their vulnerability to intimate
partner violence.
This resolution honors the millions of victims of the
man-made Ukrainian Famine of 1932-1933 and their
descendants who are living throughout California. The
measure would designates November 25, 2017, as
Holodomor Remembrance Day.
This resolution commemorates October 20, 2017, as
Arirang Day and celebrates the culture and
contributions of Korean Americans to California.

Resolutions

CA ACR
59

Domestic
Violence
Awareness
Month

09/25/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
105

Ukrainian
Famine of 19321933

09/25/2017
- Enacted

CA ACR
128

Arirang Day
09/25/2017
Commemoration - Enacted

CA AJR 5

Military Lending
Act

09/25/2017
- Enacted

This resolution urges the Department of Defense to
realign its criteria for the safe harbor provision in order
to avoid the requirement of a social security number.

Resolutions

CA AJR
25

Mexican
Braceros:
Settlement

09/25/2017
- Enacted

This resolution seeks payment for the braceros. It asks
the United States government to urge the Mexican
government to make a final determination to pay the
braceros pursuant to the decision of February 29,
2016, and to accept a variety of documents to prove
that a bracero or his or her heir or beneficiary has a
valid claim.
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CA A 491

Civil Liberties
Public Education
Act

09/26/2017
- Enacted

CA A 976

Electronic Filing
and Service

09/27/2017
- Enacted

CA S 112

State
Government

09/28/2017
- Enacted

CA A 571

Farmworker
Housing:
Insurance Tax:
Credits: Housing

09/29/2017
- Enacted

CA S 295

Farm Labor
Contractors:
Sexual
Harassment
Prevention
Professions and
Vocations:
Weights and
Measures

10/02/2017
- Enacted

Napa County:
Farmworker
Housing

10/04/2017
- Enacted

CA S 547

CA A 317

10/02/2017
- Enacted

This law expands the scope of a grant program
established by the California Civil Liberties Public
Education Act to sponsor educational activities and
develop educational materials to ensure that the
events surrounding the exclusion, forced removal, and
internment of citizens and permanent residents of
Japanese ancestry will be remembered. The law
requires the State Librarian to submit a report to the
Legislature and the Governor.
This law requires that individuals that are arrested
and/or deported have the ability to make
arrangements in establishing a legal guardian for their
children, regardless of immigration status.
This law prohibits localities or local law enforcement
agencies that did not, as of June 15, 2017, have a
contract with the federal government to detain adult
noncitizens for purposes of civil immigration custody,
is prohibited from entering into a contract with the
federal government. The law prevents renewal or
modification of existing contracts.
This law makes it easier for developers to build
farmworker housing by easing qualifications for the
Farmworker Housing Tax Credit.The law authorizes
advance payments of up to 20% of annual operating
costs of the migrant farm labor centers to contractors.
This law requires farm labor contractors comply with
specific existing provisions relating to the training
requirements that include providing the training in the
language understood by the employee.

Education

This law on professions allows firearms permit for
security guard applicants who evidence to the firearm
training facility that he or she is a citizen of the United
States or has permanent legal alien status in the
United States. Evidence of citizenship or permanent
legal alien status shall be that deemed sufficient by the
bureau to ensure compliance with federal laws
prohibiting possession of firearms by persons
unlawfully in the United States.
This law establishes the Napa County Farmworker
Centers Account to be administered by the
department to assist in the financing, maintenance,
and operation of the Centers and for year round use by
migrant and nonmigrant farm labor employees.
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CA A 21

Public
Postsecondary
Education:
Access to
Education

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA A 291

Housing:
Immigration

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA A 299

Hiring of Real
Property:
Immigration or
Citizenship

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA A 343

Public
Postsecondary
Education:
Immigrant Visa
Holder
Employment
Regulation:
Immigration
Worksite
Enforcement

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA A 450

10/05/2017
- Enacted

The law requires the governing boards of community
college districts and independent institutions of higher
education to refrain from disclosing personal legal
information concerning students, faculty, and staff
order, advise all students, faculty, and staff on
immigration officers and orders, designate a staff
person to serve as a point of contact for those who
may be subject to immigration actions, maintain a
contact list of legal services providers who provide
legal immigration representation, and provide it free of
charge to any and all students who request it, and
ensure that certain benefits and services provided to
undocumented students are continued in the event
that they are subject to a federal immigration order.
This law prohibits a member of the State Bar from
reporting suspected immigration status of a party to a
civil or administrative action related to the hiring of
residential real property and prohibits a lessor from
evicting an occupant based on the immigration status
of the occupant, unless the lessor is complying with a
federal government rental assistance program.
Existing law prohibits localities from compelling a
landlord to take any action based on the immigration
or citizenship status of a tenant. This law defines
"public entity" to include the state and public agencies.
It clarifies that landlords are not prohibited from
complying with federal law or court orders.
This law exempts students who have been granted
special immigrant visas or are refugees from paying
nonresident tuition at the California State University
and the California Community Colleges.

Education

This law prohibits an employer from providing a
voluntary consent to an immigration enforcement
agent to enter nonpublic areas of a place of labor
without a warrant, and prohibits an employer or other
person acting on the employer's behalf from providing
voluntary consent to an immigration enforcement
agent to obtain employee records without a subpoena
or court order.
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CA A 699

Educational
Equity:
Immigration and
Citizenship
Status

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA S 29

Law
Enforcement:
Immigration

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA S 54

Law
Enforcement:
Sharing Data

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA S 68

Public
Education:
Exemption from
Nonresident
Tuition

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA S 156

Military and
Veterans:
Transition
Assistance
School
Admissions:
Pupil Residency:
Departed
Parents
Criminal Gangs

10/05/2017
- Enacted

CA S 257

CA A 90

10/05/2017
- Enacted

10/12/2017
- Enacted

This law prohibits school officials and employees of a
school district, county office of education, or a charter
school from collecting information or documents
regarding citizenship or immigration status of pupils or
their family members. It also requires superintendents
of school districts and principals of charter schools to
report any requests for information by a law
enforcement agency for the purpose of enforcing
immigration laws.
This law prohibits localities and local law enforcement
agencies from from entering into or renewing
contracts to detain non-citizens for civil immigration
custody as of January 1, 2018.
This law prohibits state and local law enforcement
agencies, school police, and security departments from
using money or personnel school police and security
departments, to investigate or arrest persons for
immigration enforcement purposes. The Attorney
General must publish model policies limiting assistance
with immigration enforcement to the fullest extent
possible for use by public schools, public libraries, and
health facilities operated by the state or localities.
This law expands eligibility created in AB 540 (2001) for
instate tuition for students at California's public
postsecondary institutions, other than nonimmigrant
aliens, to students who have completed three or more
years of attendance at an elementary school,
secondary school, adult school and/or California
Community College.
This law requires the veterans transition assistance
program to provide information to noncitizens, who
are leaving military service, where to acquire state
legal assistance to acquire US citizenship
This law provides that if a pupil's parents have been
deported and they seek admission to a school of a
school district, they must be admitted by the governing
board of the district if that pupil meets specified
requirements.
This law establishes the requirements for entering and
reviewing gang designations, the retention period for
listed gangs, and the criteria for identifying gang
members. The department, by January 1, 2020, is
required to provide for periodic audits by law
enforcement agencies and department staff to ensure
the accuracy, reliability, and proper use of any shared
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gang database, and to report the results of those
audits to the public.

CA A 404

Foster Care

10/12/2017
- Enacted

CA A
1006

Foster Youth

10/12/2017
- Enacted

CA S 12

Foster Youth:
Postsecondary
Education:
Financial Aid

10/12/2017
- Enacted

CA S 613

Immigration
Status

10/13/2017
- Enacted

CA A
1111

Removing
Barriers to
Employment
Act: Breaking
Barriers

10/15/2017
- Enacted

This law makes changes to the resource family
approval process by authorizing a county or foster
family agency to approve a resource family to care for
a specific child regardless of immigration status.
This law requires that when a dependent child or a
ward of juvenile court is placed for adoption or has
been appointed a legal guardian, the social worker or
probation officer must provide the prospective
adoptive family or the guardian mental health
treatment information regarding trauma, loss, and
grief. This includes juveniles with special immigrant
juvenile status in its protections and processes.
This law includes special immigrant juvenile status as a
recognized status eligible for foster youth aid.

Public
Benefits

This law repeals the provisions requiring the Division of
Juvenile Justice, the State Department of State
Hospitals, and the State Department of Developmental
Services to cooperate with the United States Bureau of
Immigration in arranging for the deportation of all
illegal aliens.
This law creates a grant program to provide individuals
with barriers to employment the services they need to
enter, participate in, and complete broader workforce
preparation, training, and education programs aligned
with regional labor market needs. The law also
specifies that people completing these programs
should have the skills and competencies to successfully
enter the labor market, retain employment, and earn
wages that lead to self-sufficiency and economic
security. This law includes immigrants in the
populations eligible to be served by the funded grants.
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CA S 31

California
Religious
Freedom Act:
State Agencies

10/15/2017
- Enacted

CA S 233

Foster Children:
Records

10/15/2017
- Enacted

CO SM 1

Legal Resident
Military Veteran
Deportation

03/27/2017
- Enacted

CO S 123

Seal Of Biliteracy
For High School
Diplomas

03/30/2017
- Enacted

The California Religious Freedom Act prohibits a state
or local agency or a public employee from providing to
the federal government personal information
regarding a person' s religious beliefs, practices, or
affiliation when the information is sought for compiling
a database of individuals based on religious belief,
practice, or affiliation, national origin, or ethnicity for
law enforcement or immigration purposes. The law
prohibits law enforcement agencies from using agency
resources to investigate, enforce, or assist in the
investigation or enforcement of any criminal, civil, or
administrative violation, or warrant for a violation, of
any requirement that individuals register with the
federal government or any federal agency based on
religion, national origin, or ethnicity. The law does not
prevent the collection, retention, or disclosure of
personal information or documents as required by
Federal law or a court order.
This law amends an existing law that declares that
parents of currently enrolled or former pupils have a
right to access pupil records related to their children
that are maintained by school districts or private
schools. This amended law adds to the information
that may be accessed including records of attendance,
discipline, and online communication on platforms
established by schools for pupils and parents. This law
also establishes when court-ordered services are
extended, the court shall consider the special
circumstances of an incarcerated or institutionalized
parents, including those who have been arrested and
issued an immigration hold, detained by the United
States Department of Homeland Security, or deported
to his or her country of origin, and maintain the
guardian's access to services and ability to maintain
contact with his or her child.
This resolution urges President Trump, the Department
of State, and the Department of Homeland Security to
evaluate each deportation case thoroughly in order to
avoid deporting non-citizen veterans who have old or
minor offenses.
This law allows high schools to grant a diploma
endorsement in biliteracy to graduating students who
have gained proficiency in English and in one or more
foreign languages.
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CO SJR 42 Armenian
Genocide Day of
Remembrance

04/26/2017
- Enacted

CO S 132

Revised Uniform
Law On Notarial
Acts

05/18/2017
- Enacted

CO S 254

Medication
Consistency for
Individuals

05/26/2017
- Enacted

CO H
1369

Fail Appear Due
to Immigration
Issues
Seal Of Biliteracy

CT H
7309

Human
Trafficking

06/08/2017
- Enacted

CT H
7100

American Legion
State Fund
Commission
Transparency

07/10/2017
- Enacted

DC B 244

Budget Support

43091

DC R 75

Human Rights

03/07/2017
- Enacted

CT H
7159

This resolution declares April 26 of each year as
"Colorado Day of Remembrance of the Armenian
Genocide" in order to honor the victims and survivors
of the genocide including refugees who fled to
Colorado.
This law prohibits a notary public other than a licensed
attorney in Colorado from drafting or assisting in
drafting legal records concerning immigration, giving
legal advice concerning immigration matters or
representing any person in proceedings concerning
immigration. It requires a notary public other than a
licensed attorney to include in every language used in
advertising a statement declaring the notary is not a
licensed attorney in Colorado and cannot give legal
advice including that which concerns immigration.
This appropriations law includes funds for the Office of
Refugee Resettlement and the State Criminal Alien
Assistance Program Cash Fund.

Resolutions

06/06/2017
- Enacted

This law amends statutes regarding the bonds of aliens
detained or deported.

Law
Enforcement

06/06/2017
- Enacted

This law allows students who have achieved
proficiency in English and in one or more foreign
languages to be awarded the Connecticut State Seal of
Biliteracy.
This law adds a requirement for the Trafficking in
Persons Council in the Commission on Women,
Children and Seniors to examine the challenges faced
by trafficking victims who are persons without legal
immigration status in the U.S. The council may
recommend services that such persons could benefit
from and legislation to provide such services as part of
the council's annual report.
This law includes an alien registration number as
"personal information".

Education

This budget law includes funds for limited-Englishproficient students.
This resolution states the District of Columbia's
commitment to its status as a Sanctuary City, and its
intention to strengthen those policies to ensure that
the District government will not participate in any
federal immigration enforcement strategies that
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endanger the rights and well-being of our residents,
workers, and visitors.

DE HR 10

Workers
Memorial Day
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

DE SCR
11

Truck Traffic
Movement
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

DE HJR 4

Multi Literacy
Resolution

07/21/2017
- Enacted

FL HR
8007

Puerto Rican
Citizenship Day

03/09/2017
- Enacted

FL HR
8015

Designation
Resolution

03/22/2017
- Enacted

FL HR
8011

Dominican
American
Heritage Day

03/30/2017
- Enacted

FL SR
1800

Recognition
Resolution

04/06/2017
- Enacted

FL HR
8031

Caribbean
Heritage Month

04/12/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes April 28th as Workers
Memorial Day in order to encourage safer working
conditions for employees including Latino and
immigrant workers.
This resolution celebrates the recipients of the 2017
Delaware Health Care Facilities Association All Star
Awards. Recipients of this award include veterans,
immigrants, and individuals of different religions.
This resolution establishes the Delaware Certificate of
Multi-literacy. This certificate is awarded to high school
students who have gained proficiency in English and in
one or more foreign languages.
This resolution declares March 2, 2017 as "Puerto
Ricans' U.S. Citizenship Day" in Florida in order to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the passage of the
Jones-Shafroth Act which granted U.S. citizenship to
Puerto Ricans.
This resolution declares May 2017 as "Haitian Heritage
Month" in Florida in order to honor Haitian and Haitian
Americans and remind individuals that diversity in the
U.S. population helps the country succeed.

Resolutions

This resolution declares March 30, 2017 as
"Dominican-American Heritage Day" in Florida in order
to recognize the contributions made by Dominican
Americans to Florida.
This resolution recognizes the 50th anniversary of the
reunification of Jerusalem as a way to support the
democratic State of Israel. The resolution further
declares Florida's hope that Palestine and Israel will
come to an agreement and resolve several issues
including those regarding refugees.
This resolution declares June 2017 as "Caribbean
Heritage Month" in Florida in order to celebrate
Caribbean Americans and remind individuals that the
diversity in the U.S. population helps the country
succeed.
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Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions
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FL SR
1796

Caribbean
Heritage Month

04/12/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares June 2017 as "Caribbean
Heritage Month" in Florida in order to celebrate
Caribbean Americans and remind individuals that
diversity in the U.S. population helps the country
succeed.
This resolution requests that Congress of the U.S.
establish January 1 as "Haitian Independence Day," the
month of May as "Haitian Heritage Month" and
"Haitian American Heritage Month," May 18 as
"Haitian Flag Day," and the month of June as
"Caribbean American Heritage Month". These
celebratory days and months would remind individuals
that diversity in the U.S. population helps the country
succeed.
This resolution establishes the month of July 2017 as
Peruvian Heritage Month in order to celebrate the
contribution Peruvian immigrants have made to the
Florida and throughout the U.S. and to remind
individuals that diversity in the U.S. population helps
the country succeed.
This law strengthens penalties for engaging in terrorist
activities. It clarifies that "foreign terrorist
organization" should be defined as it is under section
219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
This appropriations law includes funding for the
Refugee Assistance Trust Fund.

Resolutions

FL SM
572

Haitian
04/19/2017
Independence
- Enacted
and Flag Day and
Haitian Heritage

FL HR
8071

Recognition
Resolution

04/25/2017
- Enacted

FL H 457

Terrorism and
Terrorist
Activities

05/25/2017
- Enacted

FL S 2500

Appropriation
Funds

06/02/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

GA HR 38

Recognition
Resolution

01/23/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes January 23, 2017 as Korean
American Day in order to celebrate Korean Americans
and their contributions to the U.S.

Resolutions

GA SR
137

Recognition
Resolution

02/02/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares March 7, 2017 as New
Americans Day in order celebrate Georgia's welcoming
approach to new American citizens to Georgia.

Resolutions

GA HR
274

Commendatory
Resolution

02/14/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares January 30, 2017 as Fred
Resolutions
Korematsu Day of Civil Liberties and the Constitution in
order to commemorate Fred Korematsu, who lived
through the hardships Japanese faced in America
during WWII. Fred Korematsu was arrested for refusing
to obey Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34 and upon
release he took his case to the Supreme Court, which
eventually overturned his conviction and influenced
the passage of the Civilian Exclusion Order No. 34.
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GA H 43

Appropriations
Changes and
Provisions

02/15/2017
- Enacted

This appropriations law includes funds for refugee
services and immigration enforcement including
reimbursing agencies for investigations related to the
enforcement of the E-verify program.
This resolution declares the month of April, 2017 as
Genocide Prevention and Awareness Month in Georgia
in order to commemorate several genocides that have
occurred throughout history and memorialize their
victims and survivors, including refugees, and to
prevent such events from recurring in the future.
This resolution declares February 21, 2017 as Catholic
Day in Georgia in order to recognize the contributions
members of the Catholic church have made to the
State of Georgia including but not limited to the
Archdiocese of Atlanta and the Diocese of Savannah
integration of refugees, immigrants, and those seeking
asylum from religious and political oppression into
their institutions.
This resolution declares February 22, 2017 as Georgia
Asian American Legislative Summit and Lobby Day at
the state capitol in order to honor the contributions
residents of Asian American and Pacific Islander
descent have made to the state of Georgia.
This resolution recognizes members who helped
organize the 2017 St. Patrick's Day Parade, a
celebration that started in 1824 to help Irish
immigrants in Georgia.
This resolution recognizes members who helped
organize the 2017 St. Patrick's Day Parade, a
celebration that started in 1824 to help Irish
immigrants in Georgia.
This resolution commends Yvette Moise, who
immigrated to the U.S. from Mexico, for her work in
international marketing and business development.

Budgets

GA HR
320

Recognition
Resolution

02/16/2017
- Enacted

GA HR
371

Recognition
Resolution

02/22/2017
- Enacted

GA HR
384

Recognition
Resolution

02/22/2017
- Enacted

GA HR
487

Recognition
Resolution

03/03/2017
- Enacted

GA SR
382

Recognition
Resolution

03/09/2017
- Enacted

GA HR
700

Commendatory
Resolution

03/24/2017
- Enacted

GA HR
776

Commendatory
Resolution

03/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends the contributions made by
CIC Floors, LLC, which is owned by immigrants Clara
Richardson-Olguin and Cesar Olguin.

Resolutions

GA HR
845

Commendatory
Resolution

03/30/2017
- Enacted

This resolution praises the contributions made by
Caribbean Americans to the State of Georgia.

Resolutions

GA H 37

Postsecondary
Institutions and
Sanctuary
Policies

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This law prohibits postsecondary institutions from
adopting sanctuary policies and adds penalties for
violations.
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GA H 44

Appropriations

05/01/2017
- Enacted

GA H 452

Provisions
Regarding
Federal Law

05/08/2017
- Enacted

GA H 268

Certification of
Election Officials

05/09/2017
- Enacted

GA S 149

Employment
and Training of
Peace Officers

05/09/2017
- Enacted

HI HR
142

Recognition
Resolution

03/17/2017
- Enacted

HI HR
147

Congratulatory
Resolution

03/22/2017
- Enacted

HI HR 76

Hookipa State

03/29/2017
- Enacted

HI HR
114

Crewmember
Visa

03/29/2017
- Enacted

HI HR 50

Philippines
Hawaii Tourism
College Student
Exchange

04/05/2017
- Enacted

This appropriations law includes funding for refugee
services and reimbursing the Immigration Enforcement
Review Board for expenses incurred to investigate the
enforcement of the E-verify program.
This law expands the meaning of domestic terrorism in
Georgia and establishes penalties for terrorist-related
offenses. It also requires the bureau, to the extent
permitted by federal law, to publish information on
aliens who have been released from federal custody
within the boundaries of this state within 12 hours
after receiving such information.
This law amends voting regulations in Georgia. It states
that all individuals applying to register to vote in
Georgia must provide a Georgia driver's license, an
identification card or the last four digits of their social
security number. It amends existing statute to require
legible copies of U.S. naturalization documents.
This law requires school resource officers to undergo a
training prior to being assigned to a public elementary
or secondary school. It also expands the definitions of
penal terms. The definition of an 'inmate' is expanded
to include an "immigration detainee".
This resolution honors Ai-jen Poo, the daughter of
immigrants from Taiwan, for her efforts to improve
worker conditions in the U.S.
This resolution congratulates the Aloha United Way,
The Institute for Human Services, Adult Friends for
Youth and the YMCA of Honolulu for their
contributions to families in Hawaii including immigrant
families.
This resolution requests that Hawaii not cooperate
with federal immigration offices nor spend funds to
enforce federal regulations.
This resolution requests U.S. Customs and Border
Protection to give crewmember's visas for foreign
citizens working in the commercial fishing industry.

Budgets

This resolution requests a student exchange program
titled the "Philippines-Hawaii Tourism College Student
Exchange Program Compact" between the University
of Hawaii System and the University of Northern
Philippines College of Hospitality and Tourism
Management and the Ilocos Sur Community College
Tourism Management Program.
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HI SR 63

Culture and the
Arts

04/06/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes a task force to organize the
celebration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of
the first arrival of Japanese emigrants to Hawaii.

Resolutions

HI SR 68

Tourism Student
Exchange
Program

04/06/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

HI SCR
141

Culture and the
Arts

04/24/2017
- Enacted

This resolution requests a student exchange program
titled the "Philippines-Hawaii Tourism College Student
Exchange Program Compact" between the University
of Hawaii System and the University of Northern
Philippines College of Hospitality and Tourism
Management and the Ilocos Sur Community College
Tourism Management Program.
This resolution establishes a task force to organize the
celebration of the one hundred fiftieth anniversary of
the first arrival of Japanese emigrants to Hawaii.

Resolutions

HI H 1534 Appointed
Officers

06/19/2017
- Enacted

This law requires all appointive officers in the
government of Hawaii to be citizens and eligible for
unrestricted employment in the U.S. under federal law.

Employment

HI H 607

Kupuna Care

07/06/2017
- Enacted

Health

IA H 642

Education
Funding and
Operation
Health and
Human Services
and Veterans
Appropriations

05/12/2017
- Enacted

This law addressing long term care defines a "care
recipient" as a citizen of the U.S. or a qualified alien
and defines "qualified alien" as a lawfully admitted
permanent resident under the Immigration and
Nationality Act for the kupuna caregiver services
program.
This appropriation law includes funds to provide
services including English and integration assistance to
refugees.
This appropriations law includes funds for refugee
services.

ID SCR
106

Study Findings

02/17/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

ID SCR
101

American Legion
Family Youth
Programs Day

02/24/2017
- Enacted

ID HCR
17

Recognition
Resolution

03/16/2017
- Enacted

ID H 81

Visa Waiver
Program

03/20/2017
- Enacted

This resolution honors Minoru Yasui, the son of
Japanese immigrants. Mr. Yasui was placed in
Minidoka internment camp during WWII and upon his
release, he was a human rights advocate for immigrant
communities.
This resolution commemorates the Department of
Idaho American Legion, its Legionnaires and Legion
Auxiliary for their youth programs including those that
educate legal immigrants.
This resolution recognizes the contributions legal
immigrants have made to Idaho and throughout the
U.S.
This law outlines the regulations for requesting J-1 visa
waivers for foreign trained physicians.

IA H 653

05/12/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed
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ID H 209

Notarial Acts

03/27/2017
- Enacted

ID S 1069

REAL ID
Provisions

03/27/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 49

Recognition
Resolution

01/25/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 40

Memorial
Resolution

01/26/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 84

Recognition
Resolution

02/08/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 298

Memorial
Resolution

03/16/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 219

Memorial
Resolution

03/21/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 295

Congratulatory
Resolution

04/24/2017
- Enacted

This law amends the Revised Uniform Law on Notarial
Acts which sets regulations for a notary public. Among
several provisions, it prohibits a notary public other
than a licensed attorney in Idaho from drafting legal
documents concerning immigration, giving legal advice
concerning immigration matters or representing any
person in proceedings concerning immigration. The
law requires a notary public other than a licensed
attorney to include in every language used in
advertising a statement declaring the notary is not a
licensed attorney and cannot give legal advice
including that which concerns immigration.
This law, upon approval by the Department of
Homeland Security, allows Idaho residents to have the
option of choosing between REAL ID compliant driver's
license or identification card and REAL ID noncompliant driver's license or identification card. The
law reaffirms that the REAL ID violates the principle of
federalism in the 10th amendment to the constitution
of the U.S.
This resolution celebrates the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Mount Prospect, which was founded by
German immigrants.
This resolution mourns the death of Michael Schuch, a
refugee from Romania who came to the U.S. during
WWII.
This resolution celebrates the 70th anniversary of
Caritas Family Solutions which initially only provided
social services to Catholic immigrants but has since
expanded to serve people of all backgrounds.
This resolution grieves the death of Philip Kalayil, an
immigrant from India, who made great contributions
to Chicago including, but not limited to, establishing
the Asian Forum.
This resolution grieves the death of Philip Kalayil, an
immigrant from India, who made great contributions
to Chicago including, but not limited to, establishing
the Asian Forum.
This resolution celebrates Miriam Cooper's retirement
from the Board of Education of Township High School
District 214. Miriam Cooper has made numerous
contributions during her time of service including
establishing the Catherine M. Lee Women's and
Children's Center which provides low-income, female
immigrants in District 214 with basic skills and provides
education for their children.
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IL HR 375

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/09/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commemorates the 10th anniversary of
the Sister City agreement between the City of Rockford
and the Italian city of Ferentino. The Sister City
agreement included activities such as international
exchanges, student pen-pal programs, and cultural
displays in order to connect both cities since the City of
Rockford has a large Italian American population.
This resolution declares May 10, 2017 as Alpha Kappa
Alpha Day in Illinois. During this day, the focus will be
on funds for education, health care and immigration.

Resolutions

IL HR 247

Designation
Resolution

05/10/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 196

Irish American
Heritage Month

05/11/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares March of 2017 as "Irish
American Heritage Month" in order to celebrate Irish
Americans and their immigrant ancestors.

Resolutions

IL HR 181

Urges President
Donald Trump

05/16/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 194

Condemnation
Resolution

05/16/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes disapproval for President
Resolutions
Trump's plan to build a wall on the border between
Mexico and the U.S. and urges him to drop his plan and
asks Congress to refuse to fund the wall.
This resolution establishes Illinois' promise to protect
Resolutions
Illinois residents against hateful actions regardless of
race, ethnicity, religion, or immigration status.

IL SR 521

Memorial
Resolution

05/19/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of Joseph Metzger,
an immigrant from Hungary.

Resolutions

IL HR 431

Memorial
Resolution

05/25/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

IL HR 447

Honorary
Resolution

05/30/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 451

Recognition
Resolution

05/30/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 453

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/30/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of William Drew,
who made numerous contributions to Chicago
including his work with immigrant communities.
This resolution honors Reverend Dennis H.
Holtschneider for his leadership and achievements
including leading a comprehensive immigration
reform.
This resolution recognizes the rights of the people of
Venezuela as stated in the Venezuelan constitution
and defends Venezuelans, including Venezuelan
immigrants in Chicago, against the actions of the
Venezuelan government that violate their rights.
This resolution celebrates the new elected officers and
director of the Hellenic Bar Association, an association
whose early members were mostly Greek immigrants.

IL HR 357

Asian American
and Pacific
Islander
Heritage Month

05/31/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes May 2017 as Asian
American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month in order
to celebrate the contributions Asian American and
Pacific Islander immigrants have made to Illinois and
the U.S.
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Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions
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IL HR 471

Recognition
Resolution

05/31/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 569

Memorial
Resolution

05/31/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 581

Memorial
Resolution

05/31/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 115

Condemnatory
Resolution

06/26/2017
- Enacted

IL SJR 40

Future of Adult
Education and
Literacy Task
Force

06/29/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 588

Memorial
Resolution

07/01/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 615

Memorial
Resolution

07/01/2017
- Enacted

IL S 6

Appropriations

07/06/2017
- Enacted

IL S 265

Notary Public
Act

08/11/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 794

Terrorist
Organizations

08/13/2017
- Enacted

This resolution appreciates the vision of the 39th
Puerto Rican People's Parade, which will include
honoring Congressman Luis V. Gutierrez's 30 years of
public service. Throughout his public service,
Congressman Gutierrez has worked to resolve issues
dealing with immigrant communities.
This resolution mourns the death of Maya-Gabrielle
Francesca Gary, whose interest in politics began when
she began high school in Germany and saw the arrival
of refugees in Germany.
This resolution mourns the death of Lucille Msall,
whose parents were Polish immigrants.

Resolutions

This resolution of the Illinois House of Representatives
condemns President Donald J. Trump's executive order
barring refugees from the U.S. and requests him to
uphold and protect the values of the people of the U.S.
which was founded by immigrants on principles that
include the notion of open borders.
This resolution creates the Statewide Task Force on the
Future of Adult Education and Literacy within the
Illinois Community College Board in order to increase
adult access to education, including education for
immigrants.
This resolution mourns the death of Barbara M.
Wilson, who immigrated to Chicago from England.

Resolutions

This resolution mourns the death of Mary Frances
Draper, who was involved in several humanitarian
activities within her community including gathering
food and clothing for migrant workers in her
community.
This appropriations law funds refugee health and social
services and immigrant integration.

Resolutions

A notary public who is not a lawyer or law/immigration
representative must include that notification in
advertising. This law adds electronic communication to
methods of advertising.
This resolution opposes the totalitarian impulses,
violent terrorism, xenophobic biases, and bigoted
ideologies that are promoted by white nationalists and
neo-Nazis and urges law enforcement to recognize
these white nationalist and neo-Nazi groups as
terrorist organizations.

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Budgets

Resolutions

Laws by State

IL S 1869

Legislative
Information
System Act

08/24/2017
- Enacted

IL S 1696

Muslim
American
Advisory Council

08/25/2017
- Enacted

IL S 31

Immigration
Enforcement

08/28/2017
- Enacted

IL HR 573

Recognition
Resolution

10/24/2017
- Enacted

IL HJR 52

Commemorative
Medallions

10/25/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 864

DACA
Protections

10/25/2017
- Enacted

IL SR 990

Memorial
Resolution

10/25/2017
- Enacted

This law created the Language Access to Government
Services Task Force to study and reduce the language
barriers of Illinois residents who are limited English
proficient, and to maximize their ability to access
government services and participate in civic discourse.
This law creates the Illinois Muslim American Advisory
Council to advise the Governor and the General
Assembly on policy issues impacting Muslim Americans
and immigrants, to advance the role and civic
participation of Muslim Americans in Illinois, to
enhance trade and cooperation between Muslimmajority countries and Illinois, and to build
relationships with Muslim American and immigrant
communities.
This law establishes the Illinois Trust Act which
prohibits law enforcement agencies and officials from
stopping, arresting or detaining individuals on the basis
of any immigration detainer or non-judicial
immigration warrant or solely based on an individual's
citizenship or immigration status. This does not apply if
a law enforcement agency or law enforcement official
is presented with a valid, enforceable federal warrant.
Nothing in this section prohibits communication
between federal agencies or officials and law
enforcement agencies or officials.
This resolution recognizes the 2017 celebration of
India Independence Day in Oak Brook and sends best
wishes for a memorable celebration on the 71st
anniversary of India's independence. The Indian
diaspora celebrates Independence Day around the
world, particularly in regions with high concentrations
of Indian immigrants.
This resolution authorizes official commemorative
medallions honoring the State's bicentennial. Illinois
has often been the first American home to uncounted
immigrants from all parts of the world, which has
enriched the state's cultural diversity.
This resolution urges President Donald J. Trump, the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, and the
Congress of the United States of America to preserve
protections for undocumented Illinois residents under
the DACA program.
This resolution mourns the death of Renee F. Buecker
of Oak Park who was a German immigrant.

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

IL SR 991

Memorial
Resolution

10/25/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the passing of Ruth Stamm
Dear of Oak Parkwas who born in New York City to
immigrants Anna and Simon Stamm.

Resolutions

IL SR
1007

Memorial
Resolution

10/25/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

IL SR
1037

Memorial
Resolution

10/25/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of Wanda Helen
Mattea of Maryville whose family immigrated from
Scotland.
This resolution mourns the death of Michelina Paolucci
of Joliet who was an Italian immigrant.

IL HR 587

Need for the
DACA Program

10/26/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

IL HR 617

Recognition
Resolution

11/07/2017
- Enacted

IN SCR 4

Congratulatory
Resolution

01/23/2017
- Enacted

IN HCR
21

Memorial
Resolution

02/07/2017
- Enacted

This resolution calls on President Donald J. Trump and
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to preserve
protections under DACA and to uphold the values of
the United States and the State of Illinois and provide
protection to vulnerable young people who have lived
much of their lives in the United States, attended
school in the United States, and made the United
States their home.
This resolution recognizes Billy Lawless, a citizen of the
United States of America, for his decision to come to
Illinois, make it his home, and employ many of his
fellow Illinoisans and commends his work of advocacy
for Irish-American relations, and for his advocacy for
the welfare of many people who have come from
around the world to make America an even greater
country. In his joint capacity as a successful business
person and an advocate for the immigrant community,
Billy Lawless has served as co-founder and chairman of
the Chicago Celts for Immigration Reform, as vice
president of the Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights, and as a founding board member and
leader of the Illinois Business Immigration Coalition.
This resolution commends Jitka Nelson, an immigrant
from the Czech Republic, for her 2017 Indiana Teacher
of the Year award.
This resolution mourns the death of Jean Paul Lushin,
whose father was an immigrant from Macedonia, and
honors the contributions he made to his community.

IN SCR 39

Celebratory
Resolution

03/21/2017
- Enacted

This resolution celebrates the 150th anniversary of the
Town of Stendal, whose first settlers were European
political, economic and religious refugees.

Resolutions

IN HCR
56

Calendar
Resolution

03/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes, among other events, the
work of Proteus, Inc. Proetus Inc. is a private, nonprofit
organization that works with immigrants and migrant
farmworkers.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

IN SCR 55

Celebratory
Resolution

04/13/2017
- Enacted

This resolution celebrates the 150th anniversary of the
Town of Stendal, whose first settlers were European
political, economic and religious refugees.

Resolutions

IN S 344

Possession of a
Firearm By an
Illegal Alien

04/13/2017
- Enacted

ID/Driver's
Licensing

IN S 539

Notaries Public
and Trademarks

04/21/2017
- Enacted

IN H
1137

Bail and Bail
Agent License
Renewal
Biennial Budget

04/26/2017
- Enacted

This law declares the possession of a firearm by an
illegal immigrant in the U.S. as a Level 6 felony. This
law excludes non-immigrant aliens who possess a
hunting license issued in the U.S. and those granted
entry into the U.S. for a hunting event.
This law prohibits a notary public other than a licensed
attorney in Indiana from drafting legal documents
concerning immigration, giving legal advice concerning
immigration matters or representing any person in
proceedings concerning immigration. The law requires
a notary public other than a licensed attorney to
include in every language used in advertising a
statement declaring the notary is not a licensed
attorney in Indiana and cannot give legal advice
including that which concerns immigration.
This law amending bail requirements addresses foreign
nationals unlawfully in the U.S.

Budgets

IN S 423

Sanctuary
Policies

05/02/2017
- Enacted

KS HR
6023

Honorary
Resolution

03/16/2017
- Enacted

KS S 19

Education

06/15/2017
- Enacted

This biennial budget law includes funds to educate law
enforcement officers about the legal rights of
nonimmigrant human trafficking victims, including the
U nonimmigrant visa.
This law specifies it is unlawful for public and private
universities in Indiana funded by the state or federal
government to interfere with the enforcement of
federal immigration laws. It requires employees to
reveal information regarding an individual's
immigration status to law enforcement officers.
This resolution mourns the death of Srinivas
Kuchibhotla which was a result of a violent, hate act.
The resolution declares Kansas' support for diverse,
immigrant communities throughout Kansas.
This education funding law includes funds for migrant
education.

KS H
2002

Legislative Post
Audit

06/24/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This appropriations law includes funds for an
immigration memorandum of understanding, migrant
health and refugee services.

Budgets

KY HR 44

Calendar
Resolution

02/16/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares February 16, 2017 as Refugee
and Immigrant Day in order to celebrate the diversity
in Kentucky and the contributions made by immigrants
and refugees.

Resolutions

IN H
1001

04/27/2017
- Enacted

Law
Enforcement

Law
Enforcement

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Budgets

Laws by State

KY HR 47

Recognition
Resolution

03/01/2017
- Enacted

KY SR 62

Recognition
Resolution

03/01/2017
- Enacted

KY H 410

Transportation
Cabinet

03/21/2017
- Enacted

KY S 159

Civics Education
in Public Schools

03/27/2017
- Enacted

LA SCR
77

Commendations

05/09/2017
- Enacted

LA H 130

Economically
Disadvantaged
Students

06/12/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares the month of March as Irish
American Heritage Month in Kentucky since Kentucky
is home to numerous Irish immigrants and Irish
Americans who have made great contributions to the
state and throughout the U.S.
This resolution declares the month of March as Irish
American Heritage Month in Kentucky since Kentucky
is home to numerous Irish immigrants and Irish
Americans who have made great contributions to the
state and throughout the U.S.
This law allows Kentucky residents to have the option
of choosing between a voluntary travel ID document or
a standard driver's license. Applicants for these
documents must be U.S. citizens, permanent or
temporary residents, refugees, individuals with a valid,
unexpired nonimmigrant visa, individuals who have a
pending or approved application for asylum or
temporary protection, or individuals enrolled in DACA.
Those who are neither U.S. citizens nor permanent
residents may apply for a voluntary travel ID
instruction permit, operator's license, or identification
card if their application meets the required criteria.
Along with other information, the application of those
who are neither citizens nor permanent residents of
the U.S. must include documents issued by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security or the U.S. Bureau
of Citizenship and Immigration Services to ensure that
the applicant is legally present in the U.S. The
Transportation Cabinet must check the validity of all
documents submitted by these applicants through the
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements Program.
This law requires students enrolled in a public
institution in Kentucky to take the civics portion of the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
naturalization exam and score a 60 out of 100 prior to
receiving a high school diploma.
This resolution commends Judge Jimmy, an immigrant
from Macedonia, for his induction into the Louisiana
Political Museum and Hall of Fame.
This law requires economically disadvantaged students
to be included as a factor in determining teacher
evaluations. The definition of economic disadvantage
includes eligibility for food assistance or disaster food
assistance, identifed as homeless or a migrant, or an
English language learner.

Resolutions

Resolutions

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Education

Resolutions

Education

Laws by State

LA H 305

Physical
Therapists

06/16/2017
- Enacted

This law provides for the licensure of foreign graduates
as physical therapists.

Health

LA H 439

Code of Civil
Procedure

06/26/2017
- Enacted

LA H 1

Appropriations

06/26/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

A person applying for a marriage license who is unable Miscellaneous
to provide a birth certificate, letter required by R.S.
9:227, a valid and unexpired passport, or visa
accompanied by Form I-94 as issued by the U.S. may
provide a Certificate of Naturalization by the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Authority. A person
applying for a marriage license who is unable to
provide a social security number may provide a driver's
license, a government issued identification card, a
passport, a visa issued by the U.S. Department of State,
or a Certificate of Naturalization issued by the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services. A person
applying for a marriage license who is unable to
comply with the requirements of this Article may seek
judicial authorization for a waiver of the requirements
of this article.
This appropriations law includes funds for refugees.
Budgets

MA H
3800

Fiscal Year 2018
Budget Bill

07/17/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This budget law funds the Office for Refugees and
Immigrants, migrant education and refugee services.

Budgets

MD SJR 5

Attorney
General Powers
Resolution

02/15/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

MD H
152

Budget
Reconciliation

04/06/2017
- Enacted

MD H
150

Budget Bill

04/18/2017
- Enacted

ME S 92

Federal Real ID
Guidelines
Compliance

04/28/2017
- Enacted

This joint resolution outlines requirements the
Attorney General must follow prior to commencing a
suit or acting against the action or inaction of the
federal government, including actions such as federal
immigration and travel restrictions.
This appropriations law allows Maryland's governor to
amend the budget on or before June 30, 2018 to
transfer funds from the Catastrophic Event Account to
local public safety agencies whose budget had been
cut based on their refusal to enforce federal
immigration laws.
This appropriations law includes funds for the State
Criminal Alien Assistance Program and the Office for
Refugees and Asylees.
This law brings Maine into compliance with REAL ID. It
repeals a limited exemption for issuing a driver's
license to those who do not prove legal presence in the
U.S. (continuously held ID since 1989 or born before
1964).

Budgets

Budgets

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Laws by State

ME S 536

Laws Governing
Unemployment
Compensation

06/01/2017
- Enacted

ME H 721

Nonresident
Archery License

06/02/2017
- Enacted

ME H
1030

Fish and Wildlife
Laws

06/08/2017
- Enacted

ME S 362

Public Health
Nursing Services

08/02/2017
- Enacted

MI HR 7

American
Heritage Month
Resolution

01/12/2017
- Enacted

MI HR 12

Honorable Day
Resolution

01/26/2017
- Enacted

MI SR 7

Honorable Day
Resolution

01/31/2017
- Enacted

MI S 19

Parole
Absconders

03/30/2017
- Enacted

MI HR 65

Armenian
Genocide
Resolution

04/19/2017
- Enacted

This law amends the policies and regulations for
eligibility to receive unemployment benefits in Maine.
Under this law, "employment" does not include work
done by aliens who entered the U.S. to complete
agricultural labor.
This law states the fees needed to pay to acquire an
archery hunting license by U.S. residents, nonresidents
and aliens.
An alien is eligible to purchase a nonresident trapping
license for beaver.

Employment

This law requires the Public Health Nursing Program to
provide nursing services in communities that lack these
services or in which these services are inadequate,
including support for refugee and immigrant health
services.
This resolution establishes the month of January 2017
as Finnish-American Heritage Month for the
contributions Finnish immigrants have made to
Michigan.
This resolution declares January 30, 2016 as Fred
Korematsu Dayin order to commemorate Fred
Korematsu, who lived through the hardships Japanese
faced in America during WWII. Fred Korematsu was
arrested for refusing to obey Civilian Exclusion Order
No. 34 and upon release he took his case to the
Supreme Court, which eventually overturned his
conviction.
This resolution declares January 30, 2016 as Fred
Korematsu Day in order to commemorate Fred
Korematsu, who lived through the hardships Japanese
faced in America during WWII. Fred Korematsu was
arrested for refusing to obey Civilian Exclusion Order
No. 34 and upon release he took his case to the
Supreme Court, which eventually overturned his
conviction.
This law prohibits cash assistance, including cash
benefits provided by the Refugee Assistance, to those
who have a warrant for their arrest for a felony charge.

Health

This resolution declares April 24, 2017 as a Day of
Remembrance in Michigan for the Armenian Genocide
of 1915-1923 in order to honor victims and survivors of
the genocide including refugees who fled to Michigan
and other states in the U.S.

Resolutions

ID/Driver's
Licensing
ID/Driver's
Licensing

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Public
Benefits

Laws by State

MI HR 73

Black April
Memorial Week
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

MI SR 53

Asian Pacific
Heritage Month
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

MI HR 74

Heritage Month
Resolution

05/02/2017
- Enacted

MI SR 55

Jewish
Communities
Resolution

05/03/2017
- Enacted

MI HR 94

Chaldean
American Day
Resolution

05/16/2017
- Enacted

MI SR 61

Chaldean
Americans
Resolution

05/16/2017
- Enacted

MI H
4642

Outreach
Programs

07/11/2017
- Enacted

MI S 219

Licensing
Application
Process

07/13/2017
- Enacted

MI H
4313

Education
Omnibus

07/14/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

MI H
4323

Omnibus Budget

07/14/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This resolution establishes the week of April 24
through April 30, 2017 as Black April Memorial Week in
order to honor victims and everyone affected by the
Vietnam war including Vietnamese refugees who came
to the U.S.
This resolution declares May 2017 as Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month in order to celebrate the
contributions made by Asian Pacific Americans and
other immigrants to Michigan.
This resolution declares May 2017 as Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month in order to celebrate the
contributions made by Asian Pacific Americans and
other immigrants to Michigan.
This resolution celebrates the contributions made by
Arab, Chaldean, and Jewish communities and
appreciates the role immigrants play in the State of
Michigan.
This resolution declares May 16, 2017 as Chaldean
American Day in order to celebrate the contributions
made to Michigan by Chaldean immigrants and
Chaldean-Americans, including their work with
refugees.
This resolution declares May 16, 2017 as Chaldean
American Day in order to celebrate the contributions
made to Michigan by Chaldean immigrants and
Chaldean-Americans, including their work with
refugees.
This law creates an educational and outreach program
to inform the public, including members of new
immigrant populations and health care providers, of
the health risks and emotional trauma inflicted by the
practice of female genital mutilation and the criminal
penalties for female genital mutilation.
This law prohibits county clerks from issuing a firearm
license to applicants unless the Department of State
Police has verified that the applicant is neither an
illegal or nonimmigrant alien nor prohibited from
possessing or transporting firearms under federal law.
This budget law includes funds for migrant education
and limited-English proficient students.

Resolutions

This budget law includes funds for migrant and refugee
services.

Budgets

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Health

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Budgets

Laws by State

MI SR 82

Denouncing
Hate Groups
Resolution

09/06/2017
- Enacted

This resolution denounces radical hate groups and
declare them domestic terrorist organizations that
have promoted the intimidation and violent repression
of individuals solely on the basis of their race,
ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or immigration
status.
This resolution declares September 21, 2017, as
Maltese American Heritage Day in the state of
Michigan.

Resolutions

MI HR
152

Maltese
American
Heritage Day
Resolution
Italian American
Heritage Month
Resolution

09/20/2017
- Enacted

10/03/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares October 2017 as ItalianAmerican Heritage Month in the state of Michigan.

Resolutions

MI S 133

Supplemental
Appropriations

11/02/2017
- Enacted

Budgets

MI HR
199

Heritage Day
Resolution

11/09/2017
- Enacted

This law provides supplemental appropriations
including support for public schools, intermediate
school districts, community colleges, and public
universities. It also specifically recognizes and
appropriates school funds for immigrant students who
have immigrated within the last 3 years.
This resolution declares November 16, 2017, as DutchAmerican Heritage Day in the state of Michigan.

MN S
1549

Unemployment
Insurance

05/11/2017
- Enacted

Employment

MN H 3

Transportation
and the Federal
REAL ID Act

05/18/2017
- Enacted

MN S 844

Environmental
Provisions

05/30/2017
- Enacted

MN S
1456

Economic
Development

05/30/2017
- Enacted

This law amends the policies and regulations for
eligibility to receive unemployment benefits in
Minnesota. Aliens with legal status at the time of
employment may receive unemployment benefits and
may use wage credits earned for the purpose of
receiving the unemployment benefits.
This law amends regulations and policies for issuing
driver's licenses and identification cards in Minnesota.
Licenses or identification cards issued to individuals
who have temporary resident permits must expire on
the day the temporary permit expires.
This appropriations law includes funds for
perfluorochemical bio-monitoring in easternmetropolitan communities, which includes immigrant
farming communities.
This appropriation law establishes a $300,000 grant to
East Side Enterprise Center to be used to aid the
professional development of immigrant and minority
populations in their community. It also grants
$1,000,000 to the Construction Careers Foundation to
professionally develop teens and young adults in the
construction field. These programs funded through
grants must prioritize underrepresented populations in

MI HR
165

Resolutions

Resolutions

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Budgets

Budgets

Laws by State

the construction industry including but not limited to
minority and immigrant populations.

MN H 2

Education
Finance

05/30/2017
- Enacted

MN S 2

Health and
Human Services

05/30/2017
- Enacted

MN S 4

Technical
Corrections

05/30/2017
- Enacted

MO H
151

REAL ID
06/12/2017
Compliant Driver - Enacted
Licenses

MO H 3

Appropriation to
Department of
Higher
Education

06/30/2017
- Enacted

This law repeals the student categories "immigrant and
refugee status" for student performance data. For a
statewide report, the law allows the commissioner and
stakeholders to decide how to measure students as
immigrants or refugees. It also allows the board to
approve programs that train English-as-a-secondlanguage teachers.
This appropriations law amends a Somali health grant
to focus on serving Somali children with autism. The
grant must address barriers to health care by providing
outreach to Somali families and training to providers
on Somali culture. The grantee must report use of
grant funds and any notable outcomes to the
commissioner and legislative committees by Jan. 15,
2019.
This appropriations law grants $300,000 to East Side
Enterprise Center to aid immigrant and minority
populations succeed within their communities.

Education

This law provides for a REAL ID compliant license and a
noncompliant license. Notwithstanding any
requirement for an applicant to provide reasonable
proof of lawful presence for a license, an applicant
shall not have his or her privacy rights violated in order
to obtain or renew a Missouri license.
This education appropriations law states that no funds
shall be expended at public institutions of higher
education that offer a tuition rate to any student with
an unlawful immigration status in the U.S. that is less
than the tuition rate charged to international students,
and no scholarship funds shall be expended on behalf
of students with an unlawful immigration status in the
U.S.

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Budgets

Budgets

Budgets

Laws by State

MO H 10

Appropriation to
Department of
Mental Health

06/30/2017
- Enacted

MO H 11

Appropriation to
Department of
Social Services

06/30/2017
- Enacted

MO S 34

Crime of Illegal
Reentry

07/06/2017
- Enacted

MS HR 60

Commendatory
Resolution

03/15/2017
- Enacted

MS H
1601

First Time Home
Buyers Savings
Accounts

MS S
2710

Sanctuary Cities

MS HCR
106

Memorial
Resolution

MS HCR
115

Memorial
Resolution

MS SCR
687

Commendatory
Resolution

MS H
1090

Medicaid and
Human Services
Fraud
Prevention
Election Code

MS H 467

This budget law includes funding for naturalization
assistance to refugees and/or legal immigrants who:
have resided in Missouri more than five years, are
unable to benefit or attend classroom instruction, and
who require special assistance to successfully attain
the requirements to become a citizen.
This appropriations law includes funds for refugee
services.

Budgets

This law establishes the offense of illegal reentry into
the U.S. if he or she has been removed from the U.S.
and commits assault or dangerous felony.

Law
Enforcement

Budgets

This resolution commends Ms. Alexandra Waldrop,
whose ancestors are Irish immigrants, for being named
the 2017 colleen of the Hibernia Marching Society
Parade.
03/22/2017 This law allows first-time home buyers who establish a
- Enacted
savings account to have an income tax exemption of
up to $5,000 for married couple and up to $2,500 for
independents. Immigrants are eligible for this tax
deduction as long as they are authorized to work in the
U.S.
03/27/2017 This law prohibits state agencies, localities, or college
- Enacted
institutions from prohibiting cooperation with federal
agencies or officials to verify or report the immigration
status of any person.
03/28/2017 This resolution mourns the death of Dr. Maria Luisa
- Enacted
Alvarez Harvey, an immigrant from Mexico who
dedicated her life to helping students.
03/28/2017 This resolution mourns the death of Dr. Maria Luisa
- Enacted
Alvarez Harvey, an immigrant from Mexico who
dedicated her life to helping students.
03/29/2017 This resolution mourns the death of Dr. Maria Luisa
- Enacted
Alvarez Harvey, an immigrant from Mexico and
commends her dedication to helping students.

Resolutions

04/12/2017
- Enacted

Health

04/18/2017
- Enacted

The Medicaid and human services transparency and
fraud prevention act requires a computerized ina
employment, immigration status, residency, and
enrollment in assistance programs.
This law prohibits foreign national contributions for
any election, caucus or convention. Foreign national
does not include U.S. citizens or noncitizens lawfully
admitted for permanent residence.

Miscellaneous

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Voting

Laws by State

MS S
2965

Department of
Corrections

04/18/2017
- Enacted

MS SR 22

Celebratory
Resolution

06/05/2017
- Enacted

MT S 242

Civics Test

05/04/2017
- Enacted

MT S 366

Driver License
and State
Identification
Laws

05/25/2017
- Enacted

NC H 155

Education

07/21/2017
- Enacted

ND H
1234

Campaign
Contributions

03/22/2017
- Enacted

ND H
1427

Refugee
Resettlement

04/11/2017
- Enacted

NE LR 88

Congratulatory
Resolution

04/11/2017
- Enacted

NE L 263

Vehicle
Registration And
Licensing

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This appropriations law establishes funds for
Mississippi's Department of Corrections. It states that
no funds may be used to support or cover the
expenses of the Mississippi Department of Corrections
before the Commissioner of Corrections submits an
application for assistance in identifying aliens before
their release from prison.
This resolution celebrates the 180th Anniversary of the
city of Holly Springs. During the early 20th century,
Holly Spring's population consisted of Jewish
Merchants whose ancestors were Eastern European
immigrants.
This law encourages Montana public high schools to
administer the civics portion of the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services naturalization exam by
recognizing high schools whose students all pass the
exam with a score of 70 out of 100 as U.S. civics all-star
schools.
This law requires Montana to comply with the Real ID
Act of 2005 by allowing eligible applicants to have the
option between obtaining either a standard-issued
driver's license or photo identification card or a REAL
ID.
This law removes the definition of "exchange teacher"
which included nonimmigrant alien teachers who
participated in exchange programs.
This law prohibits contributions for any election from
foreign governments, corporations, organizations,
individuals who are not U.S. citizens or who are not
lawfully present in the U.S.
This law allows for the study of refugees in North
Dakota in order to examine their impact. The findings
of this study will be reported to North Dakota's 66th
legislative assembly to serve as recommendation for
future legislation.
This resolution celebrates the 100th birthday of Helen
(Caniglia) Butera, whose parents were Italian
immigrants.
This law allows the department to enter into a
reciprocal agreement with a foreign country to
recognize foreign issued operator's licenses if the
licensing standards of the foreign entity have similar
standards to Nebraska's

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Education

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Education

Voting

Miscellaneous

Resolutions

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Laws by State

NE LR 26

Opposition
Resolution

05/15/2017
- Enacted

NE LR 27

Protecting
Refugees

05/15/2017
- Enacted

NE L 289

Human
Trafficking

05/22/2017
- Enacted

NH S 12

Carrying a
Concealed Pistol
Licensing
Requirement
Appropriations

02/22/2017
- Enacted

NJ AR
138

Immigration Ban

02/15/2017
- Enacted

NJ AR
210

Childhood
Arrivals Policy

02/15/2017
- Enacted

NH H 144

06/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution opposes any federal action that would
rescind Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals or result
in additional restrictions that would act as barriers to
the continued contributions of these young immigrants
and their families to Nebraska communities and the
people of Nebraska.
This resolution states the members of the Nebraska
Legislature believe in protecting refugees regardless of
race, ethnicity, religion, age, or sex and appreciate
their contributions to this state.
This law allows victims of sexual assault to file a
petition for a sexual assault protection order and
allows for the enforcement of foreign sexual assault
protection orders in accordance with the full faith and
credit clause. This law amends penalties for human
trafficking including enticing, transporting, abusing,
sexual assaulting, and forcing the labor of victims.
Victims who were coerced to engage in illegal activities
while trafficked will not be convicted.
This law allows residents, nonresidents and aliens to
carry or transport firearms without licenses as long as
that individual is allowed to possess a firearm under
New Hampshire state laws.
This budget law includes funds for refugee services and
migrant education.

Resolutions

This resolution declares New Jersey's opposition to
President Trump's Executive Order which bans
immigrants and nonimmigrants from seven Muslimmajority countries from coming to the U.S., suspends
the entry of refugees into the U.S. and prohibits Syrian
refugees from entering the U.S. The resolution further
supports other states which have taken legal action
against the ban and requests that New Jersey's
governor join the amicus brief supporting a federal
district court's stay of the ban.
This resolution opposes any action by President Donald
Trump to rescind the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) policy. Many of these students who
live in New Jersey applied for the DACA program so
that they could work in order to be able to afford the
pursuit of a college education. These students know
only America as their home and are hard-working
employees who contribute to the economy and to the
rich diversity of our schools. Rescinding DACA would
expose these students to the threat of immediate

Resolutions

Resolutions

Human
Trafficking

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Budgets

Resolutions

Laws by State

deportation and deprive the State of their many
contributions.

NJ AR
151

Taiwan
Relationship

06/16/2016
- Enacted

NJ AR
268

Condemnatory
Resolution

06/22/2017
- Enacted

NJ SR 50

Relationship
Between Taiwan
Recognition

06/23/2016
- Enacted

NJ AR
249

New Jersey and
Taiwan Sister
State
Anniversary

06/29/2017
- Enacted

NJ A
5000

State Funds

07/04/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This resolution congratulates President Dr. Tsai Ingwen, Vice President Chen Chien-Jen, and Ambassador
Lily L.W. Hsu of Taiwan, and recognizes Taiwanese
immigrants' contributions to the diversity and
international culture of New Jersey.
This resolution condemns the arrests made by the U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency on
courthouse premises and requests that the U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency cease
arresting immigrants on courthouse premises, unless
the situation is deemed an emergency.
This resolution congratulates President Dr. Tsai Ingwen, Vice President Chen Chien-Jen, and Ambassador
Lily L.W. Hsu of Taiwan, and recognizes Taiwanese
immigrants' contributions to the diversity and
international culture of New Jersey.
This resolution memorializes the 28th anniversary of
the New Jersey-Taiwan sister state relationship and the
importance of a strong and enduring partnership
between New Jersey and the Republic of China
(Taiwan). Individuals from Taiwan who have
immigrated to this country and to New Jersey have
contributed greatly to the State's diversity, thriving
international culture, and economic development.
This budget law includes funding for refugee and
migrant services and the State Criminal Alien
Assistance Program.
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Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Budgets

Laws by State

NJ AJR 27

Designation
Resolution

07/13/2017
- Enacted

NJ AR
169

Tax-Related
Scams

11/21/2016
- Enacted

NM HM
19

Valencia County
Day

02/10/2017
- Enacted

NM HM
77

Recognition
Resolution

03/02/2017
- Enacted

NM SM
110

Asian American
Day

03/02/2017
- Enacted

NM H 1

Supplemental
General
Appropriation
Act
Business That
Accepts a
Drivers License
As Proof of ID

05/26/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

Document
Preparation
Services

05/19/2017
- Enacted

NV A 162

NV A 324

05/09/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes asthma awareness month.
Studies have identified a disparity among new
immigrants and residents of inner cities, as well as in
certain racial and ethnic populations, with regard to
accessing treatment, following treatment protocols,
monitoring symptoms, and routinely meeting with a
physician. These disparities, which may be caused by
cultural obstacles, lack of access to health care, or
poverty, suggest that alternative strategies are
necessary to better reach and improve treatment
outcomes within these populations.
This resolution requests that the federal Internal
Revenue Service appropriate funds to New Jersey that
will help resolve the issue regarding tax-related scams
in which the victims are mostly seniors and
immigrants.
This resolution declares February 10, 2017 as "Valencia
County Day" in New Mexico's House of
Representatives. Valencia County includes Bosque
Farms which was home to numerous dust bowl
refugees.
This resolution mourns the death of Bobbie L. Nobles,
who was actively involved in Albuquerque's southeast
Asian refugee resettlement program after his
retirement.
This resolution declares March 2, 2017 as "Asian
American Day" in New Mexico's senate in order to
recognize the contributions made to New Mexico by
Asian immigrants and Asian Americans.
This appropriations law includes funds for minority
student services and college assistance migrant
program.

Resolutions

This law declares that businesses in Nevada who
accept driver's license or identification card issued by
the Department of Motor Vehicles as identification
documents must also accept permanent resident cards
issued by the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
of the Department of Homeland Security as a form of
identification.
This law prohibits a person who provides document
preparation services from advertising or representing
himself or herself as a paralegal or legal assistant or
"notario", which implies that the person is operating
under the direction and supervision of an attorney.

ID/Driver's
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Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions
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Law
Enforcement

Laws by State

NV S 188

Provisions
Prohibiting
Certain
Discriminatory
Acts

05/27/2017
- Enacted

NV A 142

Special
Immigrant
Juvenile Status

05/30/2017
- Enacted

NV A 148

Notaries Public
Providing
Fraudulent Legal
Services
American
Government
Course
Requirement

06/01/2017
- Enacted

NV A 322

Driver
Authorization
Cards

06/05/2017
- Enacted

NV A 122

Awarding of
Compensation
to Victims of
Crime

06/06/2017
- Enacted

NV A 7

Pupil
Achievement

06/09/2017
- Enacted

NV S 322

06/03/2017
- Enacted

This law amends prohibitions on discrimination to
include gender identity. Related to child custody, this
law adds to the list of factors for consideration by the
court whether the petitioner or respondent is likely to
take the child to a country that restricts travel or
exiting the country based on the sexual orientation or
gender identity or expression of either the petitioner
or the child.
This law requires a court to enter an order setting forth
findings that enable a child to apply for status as a
special immigrant juvenile with the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services of the Department of Homeland
Security and authorizes a court to appoint a guardian
of the ward seeking such status.
This law strengthens the penalties for notary public
other than a licensed attorney who violate laws
prohibiting them from giving legal advice concerning
immigration matters.
This law requires Nevada public high schools to
administer an examination containing questions from
the civics portion of the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services naturalization exam in order to
receive a high school diploma from a public institution
effective on July 1, 2019. The law gives Nevada public
high schools discretion in determining the number of
questions the exam will hold, which must be greater
than 50, and determining the score needed to pass the
exam.
This law removes the annual expiration requirement
for a driver authorization card, and requires instead
that such a card expires on the fourth anniversary of
the holder's birthday.
This law allows crime victims to be eligible for
compensation even if they are not U.S. citizens as long
as they were living and physically present in Nevada six
weeks before the crime. If the crime occurred in
another state, the victim can still receive
compensation in Nevada if the state where the crime
occurred does not have compensation programs or if
the victim is not eligible for compensation in that state.
This law allows eligible students to receive a high
school diploma with a State Seal of Biliteracy even if
the student does not pass the end of course
examinations in English language arts.

Public
Benefits

Public
Benefits

Law
Enforcement

Education

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Law
Enforcement

Education

Laws by State

NV S 325

Children's
Health Insurance
Program

06/15/2017
- Enacted

Health

04/03/2017
- Enacted

This law requires the Director of the Department of
Health and Human Services to include in the State Plan
authorization for legal immigrant children under 19 to
enroll in Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance
Program.
This appropriations law includes funding for
immigration and refugee services.

NY S
5492

Appropriations

NY S
2006

04/20/2017
- Enacted

This education appropriations law includes funding for
English learners and migrant children.

Budgets

NY A
3000

Education and
Family
Assistance
State Operations
Budget

04/20/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

NY S
2003

Aid To Localities
Budget

04/20/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This appropriation law includes funds for the education Budgets
of children of migrant workers, the training of teachers
for immigrant students, and refugee services and
programs including but not limited to the CubanHaitian and refugee resettlement program and the
Cuban-Haitian and refugee targeted assistance
program.
This aid to localities budget includes funding for English Budgets
language learners, refugee resettlement, and
immigration services.

NY S
4407

Age of Consent
for Purposes of
Marriage

06/20/2017
- Enacted

NY S
6632

Housing and
08/21/2017
Shelter of
- Enacted
Destitute and
Disabled Persons
Advisory Panel
0
on Employee
Owned
Enterprises

NY S
5349

OH SR
112

Honorary
Resolution

04/18/2017
- Enacted

OH H 49

Operating
Appropriations
for the Biennium

06/30/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

OH HR
289

Honorary
Resolution

10/31/2017
- Enacted

Budgets

This law increasing the age of consent for purposes of
marriage to the age of seventeen identifies documents
for proof of age including passport, immigration record
or naturalization record.
This law authorizes the housing and shelter for
homeless, destitute, refugee, delinquent and/or
disabled persons in New York city.

ID/Driver's
Licensing

This law amending economic development law adds an
advisory panel on employee owned enterprises. It
includes a provision to evaluate the role of immigrants
and new Americans, minorities, women, and veterans
in the formation of employee-owned enterprises,
This resolution commends Adam Sella for being one of
Ohio's top two youth volunteers in the 2017 Prudential
Spirit of Community Awards. Adam Sella is being
recognized for his numerous contributions including
his founding of Students Together Assisting Refugees.
This appropriations law funds migrant education and
refugee services.

Employment

This resolution honors the Village of Zoar on its
Bicentennial which was was founded in 1817 by
German immigrants.
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Resolutions
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OK HR
1016

Calendar
Resolution

05/01/2017
- Enacted

OK HR
1005

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/11/2017
- Enacted

OK H
1465

Driver Licenses

06/06/2017
- Enacted

OR H
2594

Allowing
Nonimmigrant
to Enter United
States

05/15/2017
- Enacted

OR S 147

Department of
Consumer and
Business
Services
Motion To
Vacate
Judgment of
Conviction

06/06/2017
- Enacted

OR SCR
14

Recognition
Resolution

06/13/2017
- Enacted

OR S 485

For Profit and
Nonprofit
Business Entity
Exemption

06/14/2017
- Enacted

OR S 249

06/06/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares May 1, 2017, as Hispanic
Cultural Day in Oklahoma in order to celebrate
Hispanic culture since Hispanics make up ten percent
of Oklahoma's population.
This resolution celebrates Israel's many achievements
and its relationship to the U.S. Among other
achievements, Israel has declared its open-border for
Jews from all countries.
This law prohibits the State of Oklahoma from
providing the federal government with personal and
bio-metric information of REAL ID compliant or noncompliant applicants except the information required
by the REAL ID Act of 2005. However, intrastate
agencies may exchange such information with one
another.
This law declares that appointed state police officers,
certified reserve officers, corrections officer, or parole
officers must be U.S. citizens or nonimmigrants legally
present in the U.S. admitted under a Compact of Free
Association.
This law allows for access to Dental Care for COFA
(Compact of Free Association) Pacific Islanders living in
Oregon.

Resolutions

This law allows a court to vacate a conviction for
prostitution if the person was a victim of sex
trafficking. Evidence may include certified records from
federal immigration proceedings recognizing the
person as a victim of sex trafficking.
This resolution recognizes the importance of February
19, 1942, the date President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed Executive Order 9066 which imposed various
restrictions and hardships on Japanese Americans. This
resolution honors Japanese American World War II
veterans and internees and supports promoting
awareness of the unjust suffering endured by Japanese
Americans as a consequence of the Executive Order
9066.
Relating to professional corporations that are
organized for the purpose of practicing medicine, this
law exempts a nonprofit corporation that is organized
under Oregon law to provide medical services to
migrant, rural, homeless or other medically
underserved populations under 42 U.S.C. 254b or 254c.
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OR SCR 3

Designation
Resolution

06/20/2017
- Enacted

OR SCR
27

Honorary
Resolution

06/20/2017
- Enacted

OR H
2864

Cultural
Competency
Oversight
Committee

06/20/2017
- Enacted

OR H
3409

Compulsory
School
Attendance
Requirements

06/20/2017
- Enacted

OR H
3267

High School
Diploma
Requirements

06/22/2017
- Enacted

OR H
2845

Statewide Ethnic
Studies
Standards
Real ID Act

06/29/2017
- Enacted

Oregon Health
Authority

08/02/2017
- Enacted

OR S 374

OR S 558

07/07/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares November 25, 2017 as
Holodomor Remembrance Day in order to educate
Oregon residents of the Ukrainian famine-genocide of
1932-1933 and honor its victims, including refugees
who fled to Oregon and other states in the United
States.
This resolution commends Nancy Campbell Mead and
Chanpone Sinlapasai-Okamura for their contributions
to Oregon and names them as Oregon Women of
Achievement. Chanpone Sinlapasai-Okamura's
contributions include her work with refugees and
immigrants.
This law requires each community college and public
university to establish cultural competency oversight
committee, allowing each committee to adopt and
implement cultural fluency and competency standards
for all employees of community college or public
university.
This law expands the list of students exempted from
being required to attend public schools full-time by
adding children on a nonimmigrant visa and who are
attending a private institution that is preparing them
to attend a private high school or college.
This law grants a waiver for the requirements
established by the school district or public charter
school to certain students including students who are
children of migrant workers.
This law includes immigrants and refugees in the
definition of "social minorities".

Resolutions

This law allows the Department of Transportation to
issue a REAL ID to non-citizens whose lawful status has
been verified.
This law expands eligibility for medical assistance
under Healthy Kids from children lawfully present in
Oregon to all children residing in Oregon. The Oregon
Health Authority is required to convene a workgroup
to conduct outreach to: (a) Members of racial, ethnic
and language minority communities, (b) Children living
in geographic isolation, and (c) Children and family
members with additional barriers to accessing health
care, such as cognitive, mental health or sensory
disorders, physical disabilities or chemical dependency,
and children experiencing homelessness.
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OR H
2355

Criminal Justice
Commission

08/15/2017
- Enacted

OR H
3391

Health Benefit
Plan Coverage

08/15/2017
- Enacted

OR H
3464

Citizenship

08/15/2017
- Enacted

OR S 20

Federal
Education Law

08/15/2017
- Enacted

PA SR 23

Irish American
Heritage Month

02/08/2017
- Enacted

PA HR
143

Irish American
Heritage Month

03/21/2017
- Enacted

PA HR
203

Condemnes the
Global
Persecution of
Christians

04/05/2017
- Enacted

PA HR
283

International
Workers Day

04/26/2017
- Enacted

PA HR
342

Recognition
Resolution

05/24/2017
- Enacted

This law works to end police profiling that's based on
race, ethnicity, and country of origin by requiring the
recording of data involving members of law
enforcement.
This Reproductive Health Equity Act provides
reproductive health services to all Oregon women at
no cost, regardless of their immigration status.

Law
Enforcement

This law prohibits public officials from distributing
personal information for the purpose of enforcing
federal immigration laws. Public officials may decline
to distribute such information unless they are legally
required to do so.
This law exempts non-citizens and non-lawful resident
students who, along with other criteria, received a
modified diploma or who attended elementary or
secondary school in the state of Oregon for three years
or elsewhere in the U.S. for five years prior to dropping
out, from paying non-resident tuition.
This resolution declares the month of March 2017 as
Irish American Heritage Month in Pennsylvania for the
numerous contributions Irish immigrants and Irish
Americans have made to the state and throughout the
U.S.
This resolution declares the month of March 2017 as
Irish American Heritage Month in Pennsylvania for the
numerous contributions Irish immigrants and Irish
Americans have made to the state and throughout the
U.S.
This resolution declares Pennsylvania's disapproval of
the global persecution of Christians including the
persecution of Christian Syrian refugees who have
been displaced to countries where such practice
occurs.
This resolution sets May 1, 2017 as "International
Worker's Day" in Pennsylvania. It celebrates social
justice missions including immigrant rights
movements.
This resolution celebrates the 150th anniversary of
Sugar Notch, where the Holy Family Paris, which serves
European Immigrants, is located.
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PA S 133

Real ID
Compliance Act

05/26/2017
- Enacted

ID/Driver's
Licensing

07/11/2017
- Enacted

The department of transportation shall comply with
the REAL ID Act of 2005 and regulations. In complying,
the department shall provide an eligible applicant with
an option to obtain either a standard-issued driver's
license or photo identification card or a REAL ID. No
individual may be compelled by the Commonwealth to
apply for a REAL ID, nor shall the Commonwealth
exclusively mandate a REAL ID for any reason. The
department shall issue a report on the costs of
implementation and number of REAL IDs applied for
and issued.
This resolution recognizes the 140th anniversary of the
uprising of the miners, also known as "Molly
Maguires." Miners, who were mainly immigrants, often
faced harsh working conditions, which led several to
revolt, and which led to unfair trials and sentencing of
many.
This appropriations law includes funds for refugees,
asylum seekers and immigrant students.

PA SR
163

Recognition
Resolution

06/29/2017
- Enacted

PA H 218

Appropriations

PA HR
415

Peace Day

09/11/2017
- Enacted

This resolution designates September 21, 2017, as
Peace Day.

Resolutions

PA SR
189

Recognizing
International
Day of Peace

09/19/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

PA SR
193

Designating
Polish American
Heritage Month

09/19/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes September 21, 2017, as
International Day of Peace which encourages all
individuals to treat the refugees of the world with
respect and compassion.
This resolution designates the month of October 2017
as "Polish American Heritage Month" in Pennsylvania.

PA SR
200

Condemning
White
Supremacy and
Neo Nazism
Recognition of
Italian American
Heritage Month

09/20/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

09/20/2017
- Enacted

This resolution condemns white supremacists for
discriminating against individuals on the basis of their
race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation and
immigration status.
This resolution recognizes the month of October 2017
as "Italian-American Heritage Month" in Pennsylvania.

PA HR
530

Recognition
Resolution

10/03/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes the month of October 2017
as Italian-American Heritage Month.

Resolutions

PA HR
517

Recognition
Resolution

10/04/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

PA HR
541

Designation of
Pennsylvania

10/04/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes the 250th anniversary of the
Township of Lower Paxton, Dauphin County which was
was originally settled by German and Scotch-Irish
immigrants during the colonial period.
This resolution designates the week of October 1
through 7, 2017, as Pennsylvania Dutch (Deutsch)
Heritage Week.

PA SR
205

Resolutions

Budgets

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

Dutch Heritage
Week
PA H 674

State
Government
Operating
Budget
Local Immigrant
Treatment Study

10/30/2017
- Enacted

This law appropriates funds to the creation an
Emergency Immigration Education Assistance fund.

Budgets

06/30/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

Immigration and
Customs
Enforcement
Cyber Crime
Study
Memorial
Resolution

10/24/2017
- Enacted

RI H 6232

One Providence
Day

05/18/2017
- Enacted

RI S 909

One Providence
Day

05/18/2017
- Enacted

RI H 6320

Calendar
Resolution

06/08/2017
- Enacted

RI S 953

Day of Portugal

06/08/2017
- Enacted

RI S 954

Honorary
Resolution

06/08/2017
- Enacted

This resolution orders the Senate Committees on
Environmental Health and Natural Resources and
Government to study the treatment of undocumented
immigrants when they arrive to Mona Island from
Dominican Republic, Cuba and our neighboring islands
and studies the existing facilities on the island of Mona
that provide detention.
This resolution orders the House Committee on Public
Security to investigate the feasibility of establishing a
forensic laboratory in cyber crimes, similar to that of
the Immigration and Customs Enforcement, which
provides primary services to state agencies.
The Senate of the State of Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations hereby expresses its
condolences to the Giarrusso Family on the passing of
Leonardo Giarrusso, who was born in Viese, Foggia,
Italy and immigrated to Rhode Island in 1966.
This resolution declares May 18th, 2017 as "One
Providence Day". Providence is a city in Rhode Island
that welcomes immigrants, refugees, and individuals
from all different countries.
This resolution declares May 18th, 2017 as "One
Providence Day". Providence is a city in Rhode Island
that welcomes immigrants, refugees, and individuals
from all different countries.
This resolution declares June 10, 2017 as "The Day of
Portugal" in Rhode Island in order to celebrate the
numerous contributions made by Portuguese
immigrants and Portuguese Americans to the state.
This resolution declares June 10, 2017 as "The Day of
Portugal" in Rhode Island in order to celebrate the
numerous contributions made by Portuguese
immigrants and Portuguese Americans to the state.
This resolution commends the contributions made to
Rhode Island's Portuguese Community by Augusto Jose
Almeida Pessoa, a Portuguese immigrant.

PR SR
167

PR HR
246

RI S 624

03/22/2017
- Enacted
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Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions
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RI H 5300

Human
Trafficking
Prevention And
Remedies

07/18/2017
- Enacted

RI S 73

Human
Trafficking

07/19/2017
- Enacted

RI H 5413

Healthy and Safe
Families and
Workplace Act

09/28/2017
- Enacted

RI S 290

Healthy and Safe
Families and
Workplaces Act

09/28/2017
- Enacted

This law allows victims and minors who have engaged
in commercial sexual activity to be eligible for state
benefits or services, regardless of their immigration
status. The law also requires officers to provide the
Form I-914B or Form I-918B provided by the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services upon request
from individuals whom officers reasonably believe are
victims of human trafficking or severe offenses.
This law includes immigration documents in the
definition of "identification documents." The law also
makes victims of human trafficking eligible for benefits
and services, regardless of their immigration status.
The law also requires officers to provide the Form I914B or Form I-918B provided by the U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services upon request from
individuals whom officers reasonably believe are
victims of human trafficking or severe offenses. The
law also amends the definition of "forced labor" which
previously included acquiring or maintaining labor by
another individual by destroying certain documents,
including immigration documents, without consent.
This law establishes the Healthy and Safe Families and
Workplace act which requires the development of a
multilingual outreach program for all individuals under
the care of health care providers. and distributes
notices and other written materials in English and in all
languages spoken by more than five percent of Rhode
Island's population, as well as any other language
deemed appropriate.
This law establishes the Healthy and Safe Families and
Workplace act which requires the development of a
multilingual outreach program for all individuals under
the care of health care providers. and distributes
notices and other written materials in English and in all
languages spoken by more than five percent of Rhode
Island's population, as well as any other language
deemed appropriate.

Human
Trafficking

Human
Trafficking

Employment

Employment

Laws by State

SC H
3358

Department of
Motor Vehicles

04/05/2017
- Enacted

This law allows an individual to hold only one
Department of Motor Vehicles credential at a time.
The department may issue a REAL ID compliant card to
persons who have submitted all supporting
documents, or a noncompliant card to a person who
opts not to have a REAL ID card and meets the
necessary requirements. The Department of Motor
Vehicles may require every applicant to submit for
identification purposes proof of name, Social Security
number, and date and place of birth when applying for
a driver's license, but does not prevent issuance of a
license to a foreign exchange student.
This resolution celebrates the 100th birthday of Stella
T. Manios, the daughter of Greek immigrants.

ID/Driver's
Licensing

SC H
4144

Congratulatory
Resolution

04/19/2017
- Enacted

SC H
4302

Honorary
Resolution

05/10/2017
- Enacted

This resolution celebrates the 57th anniversary of
Nigeria's Independence and honors the contributions
made by Nigerian immigrants in South Carolina.

Resolutions

SC H
3720

Government
Expenses

06/12/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

Budgets

SD S 124

Refugee Actions

03/17/2017
- Enacted

TN H 227

Program
Integrity Act of
2017

04/19/2017
- Enacted

TN SJR
111

Statement of
Intent or
Position

05/04/2017
- Enacted

This appropriation law includes funding expenses
related to illegal immigration such as the Illegal
Immigration Hotline Assistance, a 24-hour hotline to
report and keep record of violations of the federal
immigration system including but not limited to
violating the E-verify program.
This law repeals the authority for the Department of
Social Services to enter agreements related to the
Refugee Act of 1980 and requires reports regarding
services provided to and arrival of refugees.
This law requires TennCare to verify identity
information for each applicant and enrollee, including
wage and income information maintained by state and
federal sources, immigration status information
maintained by federal citizenship and immigration
services, and, information maintained by the
department of health, office of vital records.
This resolution is a response to California banning
state-funded travel to Tennessee as means of
punishing Tennessee for enacting legislation which
allows counselors to refuse service to members of the
LGBT community. The resolution declares Tennessee
will not issue a state-funded travel ban to California,
but declares future action may be taken if other states
follow California's ban. It encourages Tennessee State
officials to communicate with other state officials and
discourage them from issuing a similar travel ban.

Resolutions

Miscellaneous

Health

Resolutions

Laws by State

TN H
1041

Sentencing
Enhancement
Factor

06/09/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
101

Memorial
Resolution

01/17/2017
- Enacted

TX HR 59

Recognition
Resolution

02/23/2017
- Enacted

TX HCR
40

Recognizing a
Certain Day

03/16/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
915

Commendatory
Resolution

03/23/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1078

Recognition
Resolution

04/05/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1129

Memorial
Resolution

04/06/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1195

Recognition
Resolution

04/10/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1360

Recognition
Resolution

04/10/2017
- Enacted

TX SR 592 Recognition
Resolution

04/10/2017
- Enacted

TX SR 599 Memorial
Resolution

04/10/2017
- Enacted

This law adds a sentencing enhancement factor for
defendants who were illegally or unlawfully in the U.S.
at the time they committed the offense and had
previously been deported for committing a criminal
offense.
This resolution mourns the death of Archbishop
Patricio Fernandez Flores, who was a member of the
Migration and Refugee Services Department of the
U.S. Catholic Conference.
This resolution recognizes Cesar Chavez's contributions
to the social justice and civil rights movements by
declaring the month beginning March 31, 2017 as
Cesar Chavez Frameworker Appreciation Month.
This resolution recognizes February 15, 2017 as
Alabama-Coushatta Tribe of Texas Day at the State
Capitol. The tribe is being celebrated for their loyalty
during the Texas Revolution against Mexico and for
their aid to refugees fleeing Mexico during the war.
This resolution commends the National Association for
Bilingual Education for its work advocating
multilingualism, including its role in the adoption of
the Seal of Biliteracy programs in nine states
This resolution declares April 5, 2017 as Austin County
Day at the State Capitol. Austin county has consistently
attracted immigrants including German, Czech,
Mexican and African American immigrants.
This resolution mourns the death of Bobby Steen, who
welcomed migrant workers to his motel, Steen's
Motel.
This resolution declares April 10, 2017 as Blue Ribbon
Lobby Day at the State Capitol to raise awareness for
issues regarding public education, health care, and
immigration.
This resolution declares April 10, 2017 as Blue Ribbon
Lobby Day at the State Capitol to raise awareness for
issues regarding public education, health care, and
immigration.
This resolution honors those who were present at the
fall of Saigon. Prior to the city's capture, thousands of
Americans and South Vietnamese refugees had were
able to evacuate until flights were halted after
President Gerald Ford ordered the U.S. Ambassador to
leave Saigon.
This resolution mourns the death of Joe Sawyer, an
immigrant from Mexico.

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

TX SR 610 Recognition
Resolution

04/11/2017
- Enacted

This resolution honors the Houston Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce on their 40 years advocating for issues
such as immigration reform, education, and health
care.
This resolution declares September 30, 2017 as Czech
Heritage Day in Texas to celebrate the contributions
made by Czech immigrants to Texas.

Resolutions

TX HR
1229

Recognition
Resolution

04/13/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1230

Recognition
Resolution

04/13/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares October 2017 as Polish
American Heritage Month in order to celebrate the
contributions made by Polish Immigrants and those of
Polish descent to Texas.
This resolution declares that the Senate of the State of
Texas will join the celebration of the Official Texas
Historical Marker in honor of the life of James Robert
Cade, who was an English immigrant.
This resolution celebrates Johnny N. Mata for his 80th
birthday. Johnny N. Mata has been active in the Latino
communities including being a member for the League
of United Latin American Citizens and speaking out
against unfair treatment of minorities and immigrants
by police officers.
This resolution mourns the death of Ricardo G. Salinas,
who was a U.S. Border Patrol Agent.

TX SR 653 Recognition
Resolution

04/24/2017
- Enacted

TX SR 684 Recognition
Resolution

04/26/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1637

Memorial
Resolution

TX HR
1638

Memorial
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of Travis W. Attaway,
who was a U.S. Senior Border Patrol Agent.

Resolutions

TX HR
1639

Memorial
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of Jeremy Michael
Wilson, who was a U.S. Senior Border Patrol Agent.

Resolutions

TX HR
1640

Memorial
Resolution

04/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution mourns the death of Susan Lynn
Rodriguez, who was a U.S. Border Patrol Agent.

Resolutions

TX HR
1839

Honorary
Resolution

05/01/2017
- Enacted

This resolution celebrates the contributions made by
immigrants to the economy of Texas.

Resolutions

TX SR 710 Recognition
Resolution

05/02/2017
- Enacted

This resolution honors Fran Valenzuela, who has been
active in promoting immigration reform.

Resolutions

TX HR
1593

Recognition
Resolution

05/03/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

TX HR
1509

Commemorative
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares May 2017 as Asian American
and Pacific Islander Heritage Month to celebrate the
contributions made by Asian immigrants to the U.S.
including the completion of the Transcontinental
Railroad.
This resolution celebrates the 100th anniversary of St.
Anthony School in Robstown, a school with a
predominant Hispanic student population.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

TX HR
1514

Commendatory
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1535

Commemorative
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1876

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends Jillian Pflederer for her
service interning with State Representative Dan
Huberty. Among other things, Jillian Pflederer is active
with Amaanah Refugee Services organization.
This resolution celebrates the wedding of John
Nechman and Ricardo Ruiz. John Nechman is an
immigrant from South Korea while Ricardo Ruiz is an
immigrant from Colombia.
This resolution congratulates Juhi Amodwala for
graduating from The University of Texas. Juhi
Amodwala is an immigrant from India who was
involved with the Liberal Arts Refugee Alliance at The
University of Texas.
This resolution honors Rose E. Longoria, the daughter
of Mexican immigrants, for her contributions in the
field of education.
This law prohibits localities, institutions of higher
education, police departments, sheriffs, municipal or
county attorneys from adopting policies that prohibit
enforcement of state and federal immigration laws.
Violations can result in civil penalties. The law does not
apply to hospitals, public health departments, or
school districts. Law enforcement must comply with
federal detainer requests.
This resolution remembers Lauro Cruz, a former Texas
state representative. Lauro Cruz advocated for social
justice of minorities including migrant workers.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

TX SR 735 Recognition
Resolution

05/04/2017
- Enacted

TX S 4

Immigration
Enforcement

05/07/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1829

Memorial
Resolution

05/08/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
1912

Recognition
Resolution

05/10/2017
- Enacted

This resolution declares May 10, 2017 as Refugee
Advocacy Day at the State Capitol.

Resolutions

TX SCR
25

Recognition
Resolution

05/10/2017
- Enacted

This law honors the Mount Tabor Indian Community, a
community whose origin traces back to John Adair Bell,
an immigrant who led families to Texas in 1845.

Resolutions

TX HR
1961

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/12/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends Emily Lopez for her
reception of the TRIO Islanders Organization
Community Service Award. Emily Lopez is an
undergraduate student at Texas A&M University in
Corpus Christi, and plans to pursue a law career in
immigration.
This resolution recognizes the 125th anniversary of
Hutto Lutheran Church, which was originally the
Swedish Evangelical Lutheran Church, founded by
Swedish immigrants.

Resolutions

TX SR 777 Recognition
Resolution

05/15/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

TX HR
191

Recognition
Resolution

05/19/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes the Armenian genocide
which led to the loss of approximately one million lives
and the relocation of numerous Armenian refugees.

Resolutions

TX H
1818

Continuation
and Functions of
the Railroad
Commission

05/22/2017
- Enacted

The Railroad Commission of Texas may not award a
grant to any contractor or subcontractor who doesn't
participate in E-Verify. The commission must develop
procedures for the administration of the E-Verify
program.
This resolution suspends Senate Rule 12.03 (4) to allow
adding text on subjects not included in the House or
Senate version of SB1. Added text includes funds for
migrant labor housing program.

Employment

TX HR
2544

Suspending
Limitations on
Conference
Committee
Jurisdic
TX SR 899 Suspending
Limitations on
Conference
Committee

05/27/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

05/27/2017
- Enacted

This resolution suspends Senate Rule 12.03 (4) to allow
for the adding of text on subjects not included on the
House or Senate version of the bill. Added text
includes funds for the migrant labor housing program.

Resolutions

TX HR
1854

Commemorative
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

TX HR
2367

Commendatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2378

Commendatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commemorates the 135th anniversary
of the Chinese Exclusion Act and encourages Texan
residents to learn about this law which prohibited
Chinese immigration into the U.S.
This resolution congratulates Emily Bresnahan for her
work for State Representative Joe Moody and the
House Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence. Emily
Bresnahan is a graduate student at The University of
Texas where she is focusing on immigration and
criminal justice policy.
This resolution commends Carlos Dinkel's work for
State Representative Eddie Rodriguez, including his
work related to immigrant rights.

TX HR
2379

Commendatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends James Moore's work for
State Representative Eddie Rodriguez, including his
work in the topics of immigration and naturalization.

Resolutions

TX HR
2380

Commendatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends Genesis Murcia for her work
for State Representative Eddie Rodriguez. Genesis
Murcia is a student at The University of Texas at Austin
and her passion includes the rights of immigrants.

Resolutions

TX HR
2545

Congratulatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends Rear Admiral TeCora Ballom
on her appointment as a U.S. assistant surgeon
general. Among her many accomplishments
throughout her career, Rear Admiral TeCora Ballom
has provided her expertise during the transition of
Immigration and Health Services into the Department
of Homeland Security.

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Laws by State

TX HR
2639

Commendatory
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2651

Memorial
Resolution

05/28/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2661

Memorial
Resolution

05/29/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2699

Memorial
Resolution

05/29/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2713

Commendatory
Resolution

05/29/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
2725

Memorial
Resolution

05/29/2017
- Enacted

TX S 312

Department of
Transportation

06/09/2017
- Enacted

TX H 29

Prostitution and 06/12/2017
the Trafficking of - Enacted
Persons

TX S 1

General
Appropriations
Bill

06/12/2017
- Enacted

TX H
1424

Operation of an
Unmanned
Aircraft Over
Facilities
Licensing and
Regulation

06/15/2017
- Enacted

TX S 2065

06/15/2017
- Enacted

This resolution commends Sandra Rodriguez for her
work as council president of Super Neighborhood No.
27--Gulfton, where many immigrants from Mexico and
Latin America reside.
This resolution mourns the death of Dr. Mario E.
Ramirez, who impacted his community greatly,
including his help to nearly 14,000 refugees during
Hurricane Beulah.
This resolution mourns the death of Betty Yezak,
whose grandparents were Czech immigrants.

Resolutions

This resolution mourns the death of Dr. Mario E.
Ramirez, who impacted his community greatly,
including his help to nearly 14,000 refugees during
Hurricane Beulah.
This resolution honors Mariadela Villegas' work for
State Representative Tomas Uresti. Mariadela Villegas
hopes to pursue a career in immigration law.

Resolutions

This resolution mourns the death of K. Roger Williams,
who was involved in helping refugees and ESL
students.
The Texas Department of Transportation may not
award a grant to any contractor or subcontractor who
doesn't participate in E-Verify.
This law requires sexually oriented businesses to place
a sign in the bathroom directing human trafficking
victims to contact the National Human Trafficking
Resource Center. The sign must be in English and
Spanish. The law requires commercial driver's license
training programs to include information on
recognizing and preventing human trafficking.
This appropriations law for 2018 and 2019 includes
funds for incarcerated aliens, local border security and
migrant education programs.

Resolutions

This law creates a criminal offense for operating an
unmanned aircraft over certain facilities, including
detention centers operated by or under contract with
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
This law amends regulation of notary public to include
as a deceptive practice the translation into a foreign
language of "immigration consultant" or "immigration
expert" to refer to a person who is not an attorney in
order to imply that the person is authorized to practice
law in the U.S.

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Employment

Human
Trafficking

Budgets

Law
Enforcement

Laws by State

TX HR 26

Memorial
Resolution

07/18/2017
- Enacted

This resolution pays tribute to the memory of Jaime
Martinez and his advocacy for the rights of area
migrant workers and his career as a union organizer.

Resolutions

TX HR 38

Recognition
Resolution

07/24/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

TX HR 96

Commemorative
Resolution

08/15/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
140

Memorial
Resolution

08/15/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
290

Memorial
Resolution

08/15/2017
- Enacted

TX HR
471

Memorial
Resolution

08/15/2017
- Enacted

This resolution recognizes June 29, 2018, as Basque
American Day. During the 19th and early 20th
centuries, waves of immigrants from the Basque region
sought greater opportunity in the United States,
principally in the West, and they won admiration for
their strong work ethic and expertise in business and
agriculture.
The House of Representatives of the 85th Texas
Legislature commemorates the sesquicentennial of the
Republican Party of Texas. The party's membership in
its early years was largely made up of former slaves,
German American immigrants, and Texans who had
opposed secession during the Civil War.
This resolution pays tribute to the memory of Maria
Gutierrez Arevalo, who helped provide for her family
through her employment as a farm laborer and at a
migrant school day-care center. She also worked for
the VISTA national service program, through which she
helped initiate the first Meals on Wheels program in
Robstown.
This resolution pays tribute to the memory of Eliot J.
Walker, a distinguished attorney, who gave his time
and expertise by providing vital legal aid to
unaccompanied alien minors on a pro bono basis.
This resolution pays tribute to the life of George
Dawson, who served in the U.S. Army as a trumpeter in
a USO dance band and was the son of Scottish
immigrants.
The Senate of the State of Texas commemorates the
sesquicentennial of the Republican Party of Texas. The
party's membership in its early years was largely made
up of former slaves, German American immigrants,
and Texans who had opposed secession during the
Civil War
This social services appropriations law includes funding
for refugee services.
This resolution encourages the Utah Department of
Veterans and Military Affairs and the Utah Department
of Heritage and Arts to institute a centennial
commemoration of World War I in order to educate
residents of Utah about World War I and the impacts

Resolutions

TX SR 159 Commemorative
Resolution

08/15/2017
- Enacted

UT S 7

Social Services
Base Budget

02/16/2017
- Enacted

UT HCR 2

World War I
Centennial
Commission

03/17/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Resolutions

Budgets

Laws by State

the war had on Utah's society including immigrants
and minorities.

UT S 125

Charter School
Charter
Agreements
Modifications

03/21/2017
- Enacted

UT SCR 6

Guarding the
Civil Liberties
and Freedoms
for All
Child Abuse
Offender
Registry
Recognition
Resolution

03/22/2017
- Enacted

VA H
1560

Procedure When
Aliens Convicted
of Felonies

02/20/2017
- Enacted

VA H
1604

Foster Care

02/23/2017
- Enacted

UT H 149

UT SCR
10

03/23/2017
- Enacted
03/28/2017
- Enacted

This law regulates the admission process of charter
schools in Utah by prohibiting enrollment preferences.
The law declares that charter schools whose mission is
to enhance learning opportunities for certain members
of the population may be exempt from the random
selection admission process. Exemptions from the
random selection admission process include but are
not limited to charter schools giving preference to
migrant students, English language learners, homeless
students, and refugees.
This resolution asserts Utah's commitment to
safeguard the civil liberties and religious freedom of all
Americans, legal immigrants and refugees.

Education

This law requires all child abuse offenders who are
aliens to provide documents of their immigration
status when registering in Utah.
This resolution acknowledges the 150th anniversary of
the U.S. first transcontinental railroad, which was
mostly completed by the labor of immigrants.

Law
Enforcement

This law requires law enforcement officials to inform
the Central Criminal Records Exchange of the
Department of State Police regarding any cases
involving convicts suspected to be illegal immigrants in
the U.S. Upon notification, the Central Criminal
Records Exchange of the Department of State Police
has 60 days to report any information regarding the
legal status of the convict to The Law Enforcement
Support Center of the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement.
This law allows social services to take a child into
immediate custody under an emergency removal
order, without requiring reasonable efforts to prevent
the removal of the child if the parent has been
convicted of murder in any state or foreign jurisdiction
or convicted of felony assault if the victim was a child
or resided with the parent.

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

Resolutions

Public
Benefits

Laws by State

VA H
1500

Budget

05/03/2017
- Enacted

VT S 79

Freedom from
Collection of
Personal
Information

03/28/2017
- Enacted

VT H 308

Criminal
Statutes

05/31/2017
- Enacted

WA SR
8645

Increased Trade
with Togo

04/13/2017
- Enacted

WA S
5241

Educational
Success of Youth
in Foster Care

04/17/2017
- Enacted

WA H
1273

Commercial
Driver Licenses

05/05/2017
- Enacted

WA H
1445

Dual Language in 05/08/2017
Early Learning
- Enacted

This appropriations law provides funds for the State
Criminal Alien Assistance Program and Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). Qualified aliens
and their U.S. citizen children may be eligible to enroll
in SNAP.
This law prohibits Vermont's state and local
government officials from sharing information with the
federal government regarding the religion,
immigration status or national origin, among other
personal information, of the residents of Vermont. The
law does not prohibit compliance with 8 USC Sections
1373 and 1644.
This law establishes that on or before January 1, 2018,
the Criminal Justice Training Council must consult with
stakeholders, including the Vermont Human Rights
Commission, and Migrant Justice, prior to updating its
impartial policy model for law enforcement agencies to
adopt.
This resolution acknowledges the West African nation
of Togo's efforts to promote humane conditions
including but not limited to welcoming refugees.

Budgets

This law hopes to eliminate academic barriers for
homeless or foster-care students. It repeals a section
that encouraged schools to assist migrant high school
students by providing opportunities to receive course
credit.
This law aligns state statutes with federal standards for
the issuance of nondomiciled commercial drivers'
licenses and nondomiciled commercial learners'
permits. It exempts applications from including a social
security number if an applicant for a nondomiciled CLP
or CDL who is domiciled in a foreign country and has
not been issued a social security number.
This law establishes the K-12 dual language grant
program in Washington's public and state-tribal
schools in order to help students whose first language
is not English, to achieve proficiency in both English
and in their native language. A dual language program
is an instructional model that provides content-based
instruction to students in two languages: English and a
target language other than English spoken in the local
community, for example Spanish, Somali, Vietnamese,
Russian, Arabic, native languages, or indigenous
languages.

Education

Law
Enforcement

Law
Enforcement

Resolutions

ID/Driver's
Licensing

Education

Laws by State

WA H
1988

Vulnerable
Youth
Guardianship
Program

05/10/2017
- Enacted

WA S
5081

Revised Uniform
Law on Notarial
Acts
Federal REAL ID

05/10/2017
- Enacted

WA S
5835

Pregnant
Women and
Infants

05/16/2017
- Enacted

WA SR
8666

Honorary
Resolution

06/13/2017
- Enacted

WA S
5883

Fiscal Matters

06/30/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

WA H
2242

Local Education
Contributions

WI SJR 47

WI AR 14

WA S
5008

This law extends benefits to youth with special
immigrant juvenile status (foreign children in the U.S.
who have been abused, neglected or abandoned.) The
law authorizes a court to appoint a guardian for youth
from 18-21 years old, offering protection for youth
who may otherwise be targets for traffickers. The
Washington state task force against the trafficking of
persons must evaluate these guardianships and report
to the legislature by Jan. 1, 2019.
This law reforms regulation of notaries public to
include prohibitions on acting as an immigration
consultant or immigration expert.
This law amends Washington's driver's licenses and
identification cards in order to comply with the REAL ID
Act of 2005. These driver's licenses and identification
cards may not be used to infer citizenship or
immigration status. The law also allows the State of
Washington to issue enhanced driver's licenses and
identification cards which Washington residents can
use to cross the Canadian border.
This law establishes that the healthy pregnancy
advisory committee must include experts from
different fields including representatives of immigrant
communities.
This resolution commemorates Washington's 20th
Governor, Mike Lowry who made many contributions
throughout his political career including doing pro
bono work for migrant farm workers.
This appropriations law includes funds for immigrant
and refugee services.

Public
Benefits

07/06/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

This law includes appropriation to fund the education
of migrants and refugees.

Budgets

Syttende Mai
Weekend

05/10/2017
- Enacted

Resolutions

Italian American
Heritage Month
Designation

09/14/2017
- Enacted

This resolution establishes the weekend of May 19-21,
2017 as Syttende Mai Weekend in order to honor
Norwegians and the contributions Norwegian
immigrants have made to Wisconsin.
This resolution proclaims October as Italian-American
Heritage Month.

05/16/2017
- Enacted
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Resolutions

Laws by State

WI A 64

State Finances
and
Appropriations

09/21/2017
- Line Item
Vetoed

WI SJR 85

Finnish
Independence
Centennial Day
Recognition

11/09/2017
- Enacted

WV H
2318

Human
Trafficking

03/31/2017
- Enacted

WV S 222

Unemployment
Benefits

04/08/2017
- Enacted

WV H
3080

Instruction in
the Declaration
of Independence

04/26/2017
- Enacted

WY S 111

Occupation of
Nursing

03/06/2017
- Enacted

This appropriations law includes refugee assistance
funding. This law also states a high school diploma is
only granted to a student who passes a civics test
identical to the U.S. citizenship test and answers at
least 65 questions correctly.
The members of the Wisconsin Legislature recognize
December 6, 2017, as the Finnish Independence
Centennial Day. Finns played an important role in the
early development of Wisconsin through immigration
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
and through their influence on the mining, farming,
and logging industries and cultural contributions.
This law expands the definition of "human trafficking"
in West Virginia and establishes penalties for related
offenses. In its expanded definition of "forced labor",
the law includes the act of coercing victims to work as
a result of destroying or possessing the victim's
immigration documents.
This law establishes criteria for eligibility to receive
unemployment benefits in West Virginia. Among other
criteria, it declares that an individual cannot receive
unemployment benefits for any time in which he or
she did not possess legal resident status in the U.S.
This law requires students enrolled in a public
institution in West Virginia to take the civics portion of
the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
naturalization exam or a similar exam during their high
school years.
This law amends the Nurse Practice Act to expand the
requirements needed to become an advanced
practices registered nurse and be certified to practice.
Those who graduated from a foreign institution and
have received a certificate from a national certifying
organization for graduates of foreign nursing schools
that has been approved by the board may receive a
temporary permit. A temporary permit may only be
issued one time.
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